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In Historic Art Deco Building in TriBeCa

Focus on Cost,

by Tom Vernon

Portable Products

LAS VEGAS HD Radio proponents are
making an effort to lower conversion costs
for stations in medium and smaller markets. They hope that next-generation, lower-cost exporters expected to ship this
year, combined with other incentives, will
encourage more broadcasters to convert to
the technology.
That was one of the themes for digital
radio at the NAB Show. Meanwhile, the
elevated power level debate dominated
many engineering discussions, while
Ibiquity Digital also showed off HD
Radio-equipped mobile devices that are
coming into the market.
Here are highlights of digital radio
news at the convention.

Once headquarters of AT&T, a historic building on Sixth Avenue is again a
focal point for media technology. It is
the new home of Clear Channel's New
York FM operations

The five stations occupy 120,000
square feet of the second, third and
fourth floors. The building was the point
of origin for the first transatlantic cable,
and the end points of the first aroundthe-world phone call in 1935.
See CCNY, page 26

ELEVATED POWER LEVEL
IS INTENSE TOPIC
How to implement elevated FM transmission power levels is asignificant issue
See DIGITAL, page 8

Clear Channel engineers ( left to right): George Marshall, Josh Hadden,
Henry Behring, Jeff Smith and Doug Irwin
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•
Dingell, Markey
Embrace Open
Device Concept
WASHINGTON Two powerful Democrats who lead committees that regulate
communications have not taken aposition
on the satellite radio merger; but they've
told the FCC that if it does approve the
deal, certain conditions should be met.
Reps. John D. Dingell, Mich., chairman of the House Commerce Committee,
and Ed Markey, Mass., chairman of the
Subcommittee on Telecommunications

NEWSWATCH•
and the Internet, told Chairman Martin to
ensure that any device manufacturer is
able to develop equipment that can deliver
the new company's satellite radio service.
Manufacturers should be allowed to
incorporate into new satellite radio
receivers any technology that would not
result in harmful interference with the
satellite network, "including HD Radio
technology, iPod ports, Internet connectivity or other technology:' they wrote.
They said the company also should be
prohibited from limiting consumer access
to these devices or features that might be
included in such devices through exclusive contracts. "It would be contrary to
the public interest, for example, to permit

the merged company to bar HD Radio
chips or iPod compatibility" from being
included in a new satellite radio device,
"whether that device is freestanding or
installed in an automobile," they stated.
The merged satellite company should
be required to adhere to the price constraints they originally proposed, said the
lawmakers.

ICAG Buys ATI
From DaySequerra
WEST BERLIN, N.J. International
Contract Assembly Group, acontract man-

ufacturer in Arizona, acquired audio and
broadcast equipment maker Audio
Technologies Inc.
"New funding and management provided by ICAG will allow ATI to modernize
and expand its product line to better serve
its target markets:' International Contract
Assembly Group stated.
It acquired AT! from DaySequerra.
The new owner named Art Constantine
as VP of sales and marketing, which means
Constantine moves along with the ATI line
in the transition from the current owner,
where he'd been director of sales. He said
DaySequerra and ATI will continue to have
aclose association.
ICAG, aprecision manufacturing facility, has supplied PC board assemblies and
manufactured components to ATI. Sheryl
Murphy is president. ATI sales will be
based in New Jersey and manufacturing
in Arizona.

Court Questions

The Evolution Series
A SINGLE E- SERIES surface and E- SAT
audio frame can behave just like astandalone console, with your controls in the
console surface and your ins, outs and
mixing in a studio frame.

Some BPL Rules
WASHINGTON A federal appeals
court has sent hack to the FCC two portions of the rules for broadband over power
lines, for better justification. The agency
must also publicize its BPL-related studies.
All the rules remain in effect, however.
The court sided in part with the
American Radio Relay League, which
had challenged the BPL rules. The ARRL
said the ruling is significant in that it
could lead to changes in the rules and in
the way some BPL companies operate.
At issue when the FCC instituted BPL
service rules nearly two years ago was
the question of whether its operation
could interfere with amateur radio frequencies. The commission wanted to create BPL as a broadband " pipe" into
See NEWSWATCH, page 14
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'Localism' Is on the Minds of Managers
Meanwhile Industry Leaders Say Radio Isn't
Coming Back; It Never Went Away in the First Place
by Leslie Stimson
LAS VEGAS While much of the radio
news at April's NAB Show concerned
digital developments, other topics were
discussed, especially the FCC's localism
proceeding.
This was an unusual show in that none
of the commissioners took part. Shortly
before the convention they were summoned to testify on Capitol Hill about the
700 MHz auction.
Thus the "Chairman's Breakfast"
became the "Issues Breakfast" and eventually was scrapped altogether and replaced
with an RTNDA Super Session about the
2008 elections. A "Regulatory Face-off'
with Commissioners Jonathan Adelstein
and Deborah Tate also was cancelled.
FCC staffers did participate in some
sessions.
In his keynote, NAB President/CEO
David Rehr said the organization is working for broadcasters through its efforts to
prevent another performance royalty,
block the XM-Sirius merger and urge the
FCC not to create restrictive localism
requirements.
Here's awrapup of news coming out of
this spring's 2008 convention. News related to digital radio is reported on page 1.

An NAB survey shows people want
new, unique content. They want niche
channels, Rehr said, such as those promised by HD-R multicast channels.
Some critics said HD Radio would
never make it, Rehr said, that it was too
expensive and on too few stations. "That
attitude is changing," said Rehr, noting
that Ford, Mercedes, Volvo and BMW
have made announcements about offering
HD Radio.
"We still have alot of work to do on
this, but we are certainly headed in the
right direction."

I Radio World
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NAB President/CEO David Rehr
the past year by 3 million to 235 million
listeners in agiven week.
But there are challenges. NAB
research shows that many listeners
acknowledge they take radio for granted
"precisely because it's so pervasive. The
public's love of radio is still there, they
just need to be reminded of it. We need to
reignite that passion."

ROBBINS BEMOANS
'MEDIA ABYSS'

•Configurable a standalone consoles or as an
entirely scalable audio/control network
•Legendary Wheatstone ease- of- use and quality
•Entire network interfaces with standard CAT- 5

In aspeech that surprised NAB officials
and attendees in its tone and content,
actor/activist Tim Robbins delivered a
humorous, sarcastic and profanity-laced
attack on the consolidation of viewpoints
carried by national media and on the
administration's Iraqi war policies.
Although some people walked out,
many in the Hilton ballroom gave him a
standing ovation.
Robbins noted that he had been labeled
atraitor for previous comments about the
United States and its involvement in the
war in Iraq. He told attendees he had been
advised that his prepared speech might be
too negative for the audience and that the
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REHR: RADIO'S BUSINESS
MODEL NOT BROKEN

HD-R: 'HEADED IN RIGHT
DIRECTION'

In his opening address, Rehr said he
was intrigued by the marketing for online
video site YouTube, which uses the slogan "YouTube — Broadcast Yourself."
"They use the word broadcast," he
said. "They obviously don't think the
word is outdated, or tired or irrelevant.
But the question is, do we?"
Saying that each morning brings anew
challenge for the industry, Rehr observed
that broadcasters can be abit cynical.
"I'm afraid that some people in this
business have been staring so long at the
door that's closing, they haven't seen the
new door that's opening. The digital door.
"If we don't believe in ourselves, how
do we promote our future? How do we
promote our business and our valuable
content?"
Though business and mainstream press
have delivered eulogies for radio, Rehr
said NAB's branding study shows the
medium remains relevant.
"The first thing we learned: Nearly
everyone said they rely heavily on radio
for the information and entertainment
they want or need every day.
"Our model is not broken:' he continued, pointing to Arbitron data showing
radio's weekly audience has grown over

Through Radio 2020, a project
launched at the fall NAB Radio Show, the
association and its industry partners say
they intend to reposition radio in the public's mind.
To that end, NAB is going to make
sure radio is part of every new gadget,
especially hand-held mobile devices,
Rehr told attendees.

text would be eventually be available.
Then someone in the audience yelled
"Speech!" Robbins asked if he should
read it, and attendees clapped. ( He had
been scheduled to do a Q&A with TV
critic David Bianculli but read the speech
instead.)
And so Robbins began by issuing a
sarcastic "apology" with adismissive line
about "Rush, Sean, Bill, Laura what'sSee SHOW, page 5
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A Person Cries for Work That Is Real
"I can't for the life of me tell you how 1
came to broadcasting as acareer."
A prominent broadcast engineer wrote
to me, sharing his thoughts about the profession. He asked me not to identify him
but agreed to let me quote him as fodder
for your own thinking and comment.
His remarks are timely, particularly in
light of the article on page 18 of this issue
about online training.
This reader — whose name you would
recognize but who is not aregular contributor to RW — knew he was headed toward
broadcasting long before he had an idea of
what it meant to be abroadcast engineer
— before puberty or advanced education.
"It turns out that everything about it
seems to suit me:' he wrote. "The showbiz aspect, the RF, the towers, the heavy
iron, the dangerous voltages, the facilities,
the challenges of nature."
He embraced the hands-on aspects of
engineering, the creativity and sense of
larger purpose, the independence and
responsibility he was given in a small
organization.
He enjoyed the opportunities, tasks and
seemingly endless skills that were necessary. He loved that the product of his labor
was something he could hear or see miles
away and the headiness of knowing that
"his" signal radiated to places he would
never visit — even into space.
"Very few careers have that combination
of practical and useful magic:' he says.
He keeps aMarge Piercy poem, "To Be
of Use," framed in his home office:
"The people Ilove the best jump into
work headfirst ... the thing worth doing
well done / has ashape that satisfies, clean

W

and evident
The pitcher cries for water
to carry, and aperson for work that is real:'
He believes broadcast engineering is
just that.
Still worrying
When he entered the field, he was told
that it was poor paying, probably not challenging enough, had little future and lousy
hours, and most of all that there weren't
young people coming into the field.
"The skills and arts would be lost as the

ennineer

writes

From the Editor

nology became less ' needy."
Now, he says he hears more talk: Where
will the next generation of broadcast engineers come from?
"For me, it's been 35 years, almost half
the history of broadcasting; and we have
yet to either run out of broadcast engineers
or cease to worry that the tipping point is
just around the comer," he wrote.
"I know we haven't run out of engineers — because the wages in this free
market have not reached what any number

much about the trend?
"I don't think that plumbers, electricians, lawyers or doctors seem to worry as
much as we do — maybe nurses do, but
they do have areal crisis."
Part of the answer is that this isn't in
fact "just ajob." Broadcast engineers
believe in their hearts that what they do is
important.

'
For me. it's been .35 vers,

almost half the history of broadcasting; and
we have yet to either run out of broadcast
engineers or cease to worry that the tipping
point is just around the corner.'
broadcast engineers around me who had
put the stations on the air retired, and the
golden age had passed."
It made him feel good to know that he
was the rare young person coming into the
field, ready to save agrand profession into
which he seemed born.
That was in the 1970s.
"As time marched on, the number of
working engineers decreased more or less
in step with the declining need. The engineering departments became achief and
an assistant. That soon became the lone
group engineer. Ten to 15 years behind
radio, even TV consolidated and its tech-

Paul J. McLane

of professions, or more comparably, trades
have reached."
The law of supply and demand is a
pesky reality: "If more broadcast engineers were needed, the wages would go
up, one could pick one's opportunities and
the industry would band together to make
and support broadcast engineering
schools. We'd be raiding other countries
for skilled broadcast workers.
"Without that happening, Ican only
doubt that we have ever been or will likely
be on the brink of disaster."
So why does it feel that way? And if
this is just ajob, why do engineers care so

See the next generation
He thinks too that today's engineers
have less of an opportunity to see youngsters directly in front of them.
"When Istarted, Iwas marginally good
for remotes, some general cleaning and
blindly swapping all the tubes in the mixing console out." Only later did other skills
develop: editing tape, aligning cart
machines, setting anti-skate on aturntable,
peaking grids, dipping plates and setting
video tape head penetration.
"All came later, and all are now antique
and meaningless skills." But new skills
have replaced them. "The younger folks I
See ENGINEER, page 6
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nine areas. It would repeal the rule allowing unattended operations, reinstate the
pre- 1987 rule requiring main studios to
be located within the community of
license and limit voice tracking.
The commission particularly is interested in hearing how changes would
affect stations operationally and financially, he said.
Panelist Frank Jazzo of Fletcher Heald
& Hildreth said the commission is worried about stations' abilities to relay
emergency information to the public if
they are unattended.
Years ago, he said, many stations were
not manned overnight for economic reasons and would turn off their transmitters.
The rule allowing unattended operations

Pludu by Le.,lic Stibatooi

her- name and Savage ... the talk radio
geniuses" for his skepticism over the
United States war with Iraq.
He contrasted this with the media's
need to focus in "great, salacious detail"
on a president's sexual escapades and
their push for impeachment "because he
lied" about it.
"Our moral responsibility is to report
on the sex lives of our elected leaders:'
Robbins quipped.
He called on the industry to pull back
from the kind of reporting that excessive-

'adioworld.ccm

FCC Media Bureau's Roy Stewart, Bill Freedman and Chris Robbins
discussed what the commission hopes to glean from comments
by broadcasters in the localism proceeding.
ly focuses on starlets. Such news requires
no energy and little thought, he said.
Robbins issued achallenge to broadcasters: "We are at an abyss, as an industry and as acountry ... This is anation
divided and reeling from betrayal and
economic hardship."
Broadcasters, he said, "have tremendous
power, and the tremendous potential to
effect change. You have the power to turn
this country away from cynicism ... to turn
this nation away from the hatred and divisive dialogue that has rendered such acorrosive effect on our body politic."
In response to the speech, NAB
Spokesman Dennis Wharton stated: "We
found Mr. Robbins' remarks to be entertaining and thought-provoking, although
we were not expecting the expletives that
were not deleted. We obviously disagree
with some of his characterizations but
respect his viewpoints."
Among those reportedly upset by the
speech were NAB board members.
Shortly after the show, Pam Magnani,
a senior vice president for conferences
and meetings in NAB's Conventions &
Business Operations Division, reportedly
left the organization, pushed out in part
for having a hand in booking Robbins.
NAB declined comment on her departure.

STATIONS FEAR MANDATED
24/7 STAFFING
Seeking to justify proposed changes in
broadcast regulations to ensure stations
meet localism obligations, FCC Associate
Chief of the Media Bureau Bill Freedman
said the agency has received "many comments critical of broadcasters," comments
saying stations aren't doing what they
should for their communities.
"We have a massive record but we
need broadcaster input," such as whether
there are unintended consequences of the
agency's proposals, or other ways to
achieve the same goals. Freedman spoke
in asession about FCC enforcement.
The agency has proposed changes in
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has allowed many to go on the air 24/7,
and most have procedures in place to disseminate information in an emergency,
Jazzo said.
(Indeed, at asession devoted to unattended operations, NAB passed out a
checklist that was compiled by its Radio
Operations Department after polling station executives at nearly 500 stations last
summer. Highlights include regularly
updating and confirming emergency contacts, training at least three employees in
emergency procedures for unattended
operation and using audio failsafe systems to alert station staff if the facility
goes off the air. EAS testing is also on the
checklist.)
"I've had people tell me if they're
forced to staff the station at night, they're
afraid they'll lose the station," said Roy
Stewart, senior deputy bureau chief of the
Media Bureau. "There's some concern
about getting people for night [ shifts], or
being forced to go off the air."
While the main comment deadline has
passed, reply comments in the localism
proceeding are due to FCC MB Docket
04-233 on June 1I.
See SHOW, page 6
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GOING 24/7 MAY NOT
ACHIEVE GOAL,
BROADCASTERS SAY
To allow FCC staff to hear from broadcasters directly, NAB arranged for station
executives to speak during a session
devoted to unattended station operations
during emergencies, and to describe the
practical implications of changing the
unattended operations rule.
Travis Cronen, operations manager/IT
director for Cherry Creek Radio in
Denver, said the company's stations
rotate an on-call person who monitors
newscasts and other source of emergency
information and alerts key station people;
they, in turn, alert the public during emergencies. The stations also have contacts
with police, fire and other emergency
organizations.
Some panelists argued that just
because astation is staffed at night is no
guarantee emergency information will be
disseminated.
Bruce Goldsen, president and general
manager of Jackson Radio Works, a
three- station cluster in Jackson, Mich.,
said his stations are unattended from 11
p.m. to 4 a.m. During that time key managers who have contacts with local law
enforcement agencies can amplify warnings if need be, he said.
Regarding consequences of mandating

24/7 operations, he tears " not every
broadcaster will serve the public, and if
it's put in law, 24/7 becomes the minimum [standard]."
What if you have someone sitting in
the studio at 3a.m., he asked rhetorically.
That person may not know where to call
in an emergency. He and others who
spoke during the session argued it would
be better not to have nighttime staff interacting with the automation system at critical times, presumably because those
employees are more likely to be poorly
paid and trained.
Some stations tell the FCC they
have plans in place to handle
announcements during an emergency,
"but they have no live announcer to
provide follow-on commentary to listeners about what's going on," said
Tom Hutton, deputy division chief of
the FCC's Audio Division in the session.
Post-Katrina, he said, the agency
is taking ahard look at what it can
do to improve public safety.
Some broadcasters have complained
that what the agency wants to hear from
them is vague, Hutton said, so he encouraged them to weigh in with further
detailed suggestions. He also urged stations that have built relationships with
local law enforcement to ask those contacts to submit comments too.

'RADIO HEARD HERE' BEGINS
The "Radio Heard Here" campaign,
which backers say will remind consumers
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the medium is alive and well, has launched.
"They say radio is making a comeback, but you and Iknow that it never
went away," said Rehr and Radio
Advertising Bureau President/CEO Jeff
Haley in astatement.
This partnership between NAB, the
RAB and the HD Digital Radio Alliance
centers around four elements aimed at
engaging the industry and consumers:
advertising, industry and trade outreach,
public relations and viral communications.
Some 92 percent of Americans believe
radio is important to their lives because it

Campaign Logo
connects and informs — and it continues
to garner 235 million listeners a week,
according to Rehr and Haley. But while
consumers value radio, they also often take
it for granted because it's so pervasive.
In addition to the Web site, two blogs are
operational, at www.radioheardhere.com
and www.radiocreativeland.com.
"In the coming weeks, more resources
will be introduced, including brand guidelines on how to use the new logo, raw creative to incorporate into station promotional activities and an insider's guide —
essentially afact book containing what we
need to tell people about radio," Haley
and Rehr stated in their announcement.
They said 84 percent of respondents in
a 5,000- person study were shown the
"Radio Heard Here" logo and "loved it."
But not everyone was impressed, even

with the logo itself.
Mercury Research President Mark
Ramsey called the thunderbolts "old" and
said they reinforce radio's image as historic rather than cool.

SHOW TAKES
INTERNATIONAL FLAVOR
The amount of foot traffic in the North
Hall was visibly lighter this year, even on
the first day. Radio groups seemed to be
sending smaller engineering contingents
to Vegas and some, including
Clear Channel Radio, were absent.
NAB said registered attendance
was about 105,200. That compares to 108,200 for NAB2007
and 105,000 the previous year.
Organizers reported a record
28,310 international attendees,
surpassing last year's figure of
around 27,000. The trade association said that 80 international
groups attended. Delegations came
for the first time representing Jordan, Sri
Lanka, Kenya, Nigeria, Angola, Ghana,
Russia, Columbia and Uruguay.
Among more than 1,600 companies that
exhibited, 550 are headquartered outside
the United States, up from 470 last year.
The show was positive for exhibitors,
according to NAB, which said an estimated $ 50 billion would be generated in
commerce at this show, basing their estimate on past shows.
"These figures demonstrate convincingly the staying power of the NAB Show
brand," said spokesman Dennis Wharton.
The dates for next year's event are
April 18-23.
Upcoming: Radio World " Cool Stuff"'
Award winners and highlights of the
Public Radio Engineering Conference.

•

"There are alot of reasons why abroadcast engineering school is adifficult thing
to accomplish," he continued. Factors
include asmall student pool, funding, denContinued from page 4
sity of broadcast engineers in any one locameet are often 'jazzed' to be on the air,
tion and lack of industry support stemming
even if much of it is coming off asatellite
from an adequate supply of engineers
dish or out of aserver." While he's feeling
available for any reasonably rewarding job.
that agolden age has past, today's "kids"
Mostly, though, broadcast engineers
are just as sure it is only beginning.
tend to be autodidactic, learning through
Another reason engineers worry about
self-direction. "It's part of the package.
the next generation is that more than others,
The profession attracts independent
engineers don't work for the financial gain.
thinkers and doers and learners."
"It's about the self-fulfillment. It's not a
So what should engineers do rather than
job but acareer. Not a vocation, but an just worry that the profession they think so
avocation." But, he suggests, engineers,
much of will vanish, somehow making
particularly older ones, could channel
their own lives and work less meaningful?
these feelings into a more positive
His conclusion: "We must better supapproach to the field.
port our profession's educational efforts
Consider the number of people who
and associations. We need to recognize
work for ministries, or public radio.
some formal professional efforts. Just one
Consider the fold of community broad— and not the only — is the SBE and its
casters who may be discouraged by speceducational efforts.
trum policies but are still doing what they
"These do more positive good than all
can with what they have, where they are.
the apprehension in the world. One of the
"This does some weird things that we
realities of our profession is that it requires
older folks might want to think about," my
at least as much voluntary work as any
engineer friend continued.
trade, maybe more.
"Rather than putting energy into worry"And mostly, we learn to ' see' the next
ing about where the next generation is comgeneration, and bring them in. Not someing from, we can be alot more positive putthing that is easy for folks who are indeting energy into providing the training
pendent by nature.
opportunities for the next generation. Ireal"Albert Schweitzer wrote, ' Success is
ly don't think it's so much about recruitnot the key to happiness. Happiness is the
ment or promotion as it is about education
key to success. If you love what you are
and continuation of the mentoring process!'
doing, you will be successful.'
The field is furnished with few schools,
"As Igain in maturity, Isee that it could
so broadcast engineers pick up most of be that we aren't looking at this right."
their skills on the job and through more
Tell me what you think. E-mail
generalized learning opportunities.
pmclane@nbmedia.com..
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Impossible Remote?

Nah...You've Got ACCESS!

Tampa Bay Rays' Real-World Super Hero Saves the Day!
Fans of the Tampa Bay Rays baseball team are intimately familiar with Dave Wills
'Above: Rays broadcasters Andy Freed (
left) and Dave
Weis (
right) interview Rays' star third base prospect
&OR Longoria on the "The Hot Stove Radio Show."
Top: Larry McCabe, Tampa Bay Rays Senior Director
of Broadcasting and Rich Herrera, broadcaster and
Director of Radio Operations are shown on the field
during spring training.

—

RAVERSAL SERVER

Offering the inside track on all things Rays, the show kicked off its 2008 season with the
"Countdown to Opening Day" series. While at aremote from awell-known sports bar,
ACCESS showed its true worth. Two minutes before the broadcast, the ISDN line that
was supposed to be used for the broadcast failed to connect. Luckily, they had the
ACCESS running on Wi-Fi provided by the restaurant. The broadcast got on the air and
was flawless for the entire one hour show.
ACCESS delivers mono or stereo over DSL, Cable, Wi-Fi, 3G cellular, satellite,

NEW from COMREX:

•BRICTs &

and Andy Freed, play-by-play announcers and hosts of "The Hot Stove Radio Show."

AAC ELD

Software from braurthofer IIS

Two new options to enhance your ACCESS:
BRIC Traversal Server makes IP connections a
snap by automatically syncing with your buddy list.
The AAC—ELD option offers exceptionally high
quality, low latency audio. Contact Comrex for
more info!

POTS (yep, ACCESS is afull featured POTS codec and works seamlessly with Matrix,
Vector and Bluebox)—plus some services you may not have even heard of. Given the
challenges of the public Internet, it's no small boast to say that ACCESS will perform in
real time over most available IP connections.
Contact Comrex today
and find out how ACCESS
can help you become a
Real-World Super Hero —
wherever you are!

Put Comex On The Line.

0 141%1111/11 In NEW
19 Pine Road Devens, MA 01434 USA Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717 • Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
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Digital
Continued from page 1

for radio engineers.
NAB had not filed aproposal with the
commission as of early May. Several
sources expect arequest to the FCC soon
asking the agency to grant broadcasters
permission to increase FM digital power
levels by up to 10 dB.
"People are working it," said asource
close to the issue, referring to apossible
filing.
Those who favor the optional power
increase say it will improve a station's
digital coverage to better match analog
and improve receiver reception. Signal
strength is an issue for FM IBOC.
Life without such an elevated power
increase is causing anxiety and even
doubt about the success of HD Radio,
several engineers told Radio World during the NAB Show.
An engineer who works for a major

Iniquity Digital President/CEO
Bob Struble
To that end, Ibiquity is working on
antenna optimizations for portables,
President/CEO Bob Struble and company
engineers said.

Life without such an elevatd power increase
is causing anxiety and even doubt about the
success of HD Radio, several engineers told
Radio World during the NAB Show.

broadcast group said his company is disappointed with coverage of the FM digital signal. His company believes the HD
Radio rollout " is dead" without the
increase, he said.
Once arequest is brought to the FCC,
broadcast sources anticipate the commission would put it out on Public Notice and
invite comments to encourage debate.
Most manufacturers exhibiting transmission equipment said few customers
have headroom in their transmitters to go
up the full 10 dB, but that even a2 or 3
dB increase would provide a noticeable
benefit in signal strength and coverage.
The elevated power issue appears to be
reaching acritical point. IC manufacturers are readying updated IBOC receiver
chips to be available to receiver makers
for portables this fall.
Antennas in mobile/portable receivers
usually are small and the resulting signal
relatively weak. Boosting power level for
FM IBOC will help those devices bring in
amore robust signal, proponents believe.
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Struble said in an interview he
believes the higher power level will be
approved, possibly with more experimental licenses first in addition to those
already approved for testing.

BOOST WOULD HELP
BUILDING PENETRATION
A boost in FM IBOC power level will
improve building penetration. That's the
conclusion of Glynn Walden.
Original IBOC power levels were set
conservatively to make sure interference
to neighbors was almost non-existent,
said Walden, one of the technology's
original developers, now an engineering
executive with CBS Radio.
Elevated FM IBOC power levels have
been tested on stations of several groups,
including CBS. He presented a paper
showing test results of receiver performance inside buildings when FM IBOC
power levels are raised.

He echoed the importance of increasing power levels, citing the inferior quality of most antennas in personal devices.
CBS has been operating with elevated
power levels at KROQ(FM), Los Angeles
for over ayear. The Class B station has
an ERP of about 56 watts of digital carrier power, he said.
The team identified 10 buildings of
various construction types — from residential to office buildings — for the tests.
Measurements were made with the IBOC
sidebands at —20 dB and — 10 dB. The
CBS team, including Regional Engineer
Scott Mason, used aHarris Z16HD+ for
the tests.
In many locations it was not possible to
receive adigital signal when the station
was operating at the —20 dB level, he said.
In one building, areceiver near asecond-floor window produced good reception at —20 dB, but when it was moved 30
feet into the core of the building, the
receiver showed no analog or digital
reception.
When the team increased digital power, the receiver delivered good digital
reception even 30 feet into the building.
"As we look at the power increase
[issue], it's time for broadcasters to start
living in the digital world and leave the
analog world behind," Walden concluded.
Manufacturers of personal devices like
mobile phones won't be interested in
adding analog media to digital devices,
he said.

s.0

John Kean said the more measurements the industry collects, the more it
will know about how the next generation
of HD-R receivers will behave.
NPR Labs is testing consumer radios
and conducting field measurements of
mobile and indoor reception, and Kean
said it will continue to do so.
At present, he said, NPR Labs' coverage prediction model is providing
remarkably accurate predictions of IBOC
digital radio coverage, based on thousands of miles of drive-test data as well
as indoor testing.
In adraft report to CPB, Kean predicted
little near- term improvement in HD- R
receiver performance and said performance actually may decrease thanks to pressure on designs due to price competition.
The lab has completed a series of
major studies related to coverage and is
working on studies of the impact of
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EFFORTS TO LOWER
CONVERSION COSTS
BEAR FRUIT
in what participants call an unprecedented effort, NAB, Ibiquity Digital and
four transmission manufacturers developed alower-cost way to implement the
technology.
NAB spent more than $ 1million in a
two-year effort to lower conversion costs
for mid- and small-market stations.
The result is an "embedded exporter,"
one that is DSP- rather than PC-based.
The result is amore reliable, smaller and
less expensive unit, the manufacturers say.
Broadcast Electronics, Continental,
Harris and Nautel each developed nextgeneration HD Radio exporters and were
taking orders. The representatives said
the devices, to be available later this year,

RECEIVER TESTING IS KEY
TO POWER DEBATE

AOC OWITC1-41r.

®32C

See DIGITAL, page 10

At the recent NAB show,
broadcasters saw HD-Rdemoed
in portables like this phone
from Mobicom.
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IBOC on FM translators, using prediction
models of field strength from first-, second- and third-adjacent channels.
This information will be helpful as the
industry debates elevated FM IBOC power, he said.
With higher power comes the potential
for increased interference to adjacent stations, he noted. This includes the effect
higher digital power would have on FM
subcarriers, something the International
Association of Audio Information
Services will look at soon, Kean said.
Radio World will have more on Kean's
work in an upcoming issue.
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Automatically switches between two AES digital audio signals or a stereo analog signal.
Analyzes digital signal errors ( CRC, bit, framing, etc.) and checks for loss of audio on the digital signal. User programmable.
TITUS
TECHNOLOGICAL
LABORATORIES

800.806.8851

VVVVVV.TITUSLABS.COM
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LOVE MUSIC. YOU LOVE ME
I'm an indie/hiPster girl who adores
music and going to clubs and shows.

change.
family.
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Simply put, I'm looking for afun, casual
relationship with only one person. That

Some of the bands that I'm into are
Interpol, The Arcade Fire, Blonde
Redhead, Bauhaus, The Smiths,
Morrissey, etc. I'm into indie rock,
electronica, punk, pretty much anything.
Idrink and smoke occasionally. I'm 21,
5'8", light-skin, dark brown hair/eyes. I
work, am well-educated, funny,
spontaneous, nice. #2215234
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means one person for me and one
person for you. :-) Every woman wants
to feel safe with apartner whether it's
serious or not. It's key to her feeling
comfortable to express her more
intimate nature. Idon't ask for much
other than to hang out, enjoy your time
with me and be available to chill.

I'm actually posting this on behalf of a
friend. Since she's been single she
hasn't found the right guy and I'm doing

IN LOVE

this in hopes of helping her find
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Connect with Zephyr/IP: The World's Most Advanced IP Codec
The new Zephyr/IP brings an effective package of sophisticated technology to the world of IP audio codecs. Optimized
for operation over the public Internet and mobile phone data services. the Z/IP delivers when others can't.

NEW "AAC-ELD" (ADVANCED AUDIO CODING- ENHANCED LOW
DELAY) CODEC: Z/IP introduces anew codec technology invented
by the experts at Fraunhofer Institute, the people who brought us
MP3 and AAC. Optimized for interactive IP applications. AAC-ELD
combines features from MPEG AAC-LD and the Spectral Band
Replication technology used in AAC-Plus. Its the most powerful
audio coding tech on Earth, offering outstanding bitrate efficiency,

EFFECTIVE PACKET LOSS CONCEALMENT: The Internet usually
has packet loss on audio streams, often ranging up to a few
percent. The new AAC-ELD codec combined with ACT can
conceal this loss, making for smooth audio even with rough
network conditions.

low delay, and support for packet loss concealment.

TELOS-HOSTED Z/IP SERVER WITH DIRECTORY SERVICES:
Enables you to look up. view the status and connect to other
Zephyr/IP users worldwide, even through the toughest firewalls.

NEW TELOS ACT ( AGILE CONNECTION TECHNOLOGY): Z/IP
brings automatic on- the- fly bitrate adjustment to IP codecs - a
first. The Z/IP constantly monitors the network and sets its
bitrate to the optimum value. A dynamic adaptive receive buffer
also responds automatically to network conditions, minimizing
the effects of the varying bandwidth and jitter that occur on
real-world networks.

ASTATE OF THE ART USER INTERFACE: And so you don't feel like
you are on ablind date, we give you all of the status information
you need on asharp- looking color LCD which shows live network
statistics and trace- route maps in an easy- on-the- eyes graphical
interface.

AUDIO I NETWORKS
Telos-Systems.com
Telos, Zephyr and Z/IP are registered trademarks of TLS Corp. ©2008. All Rights Reserved.
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Automotive products from Alpine,
Dual and JVC featured iTunes tagging.
Similarly, iTunes tagging-equipped
receivers from JBL, Polk and Sony were
on display.

Digital
Continued from page 8

WARREN: TEACH CONSUMERS
TO ASK FOR HD-R

HD Digital Radio Alliance Executive Vice President Diane Warren

Stations transmitting digital signals
have amajor role in reaching out to consumers about HD Radio, Diane Warren
told engineers.
"It's our job to get consumers to buy
HD Radio. It's our hope that it won't take
too long before HD Radio is in all radios,"
the HD Digital Radio Alliance executive
vice president told attendees in akeynote
to the Broadcast Engineering Conference.
Noting that the alliance is in its third
year, Warren said, "We hope that we've
made some progress" in the rollout.
"We've got alot of work still to do."
Some 70 million radios are sold in the

tions had been waiting for such an
announcement, though there were no
conversion announcements from smallmarket broadcasters citing the initiative
immediately after the show.

LICENSE INCENTIVES,
FINANCING AVAILABLE
Engineers and others at the convention
told RW that amore affordable exporter
alone will probably not spur stations with
tight finances to convert to HD- R.
Photo by Jim Peck

would work with any manufacturer's
transmitter.
The word " embedded" refers to
Ibiquity intellectual property in each unit.
Each exporter can be upgraded via
USB rather than aCD drive.
The manufacturers said at apress conference the effort resulted in asavings of
some $ 10,000 off adigital system for a
typical FM conversion package, which up
until now, we're reported, can range from
approximately $ 75,000 to $ 150,000
depending on several factors.
The overall discount for every station
(NAB member and non-member alike)
will fluctuate between manufacturers.
Some might be $ 10,000, others might be
more or less. NAB believes that the
NAB-member discount will account for
about $ 1,500 of the overall reduction.
"It's cheaper, better and will allow
more people to convert," Struble said in
an interview.
The NAB HD Radio Technology Task
Force oversaw the effort. Steve Newberry,
vice chair of the NAB Radio Board and
president/CEO of Commonwealth
Broadcasting, said the group decided to
work with manufacturers and Ibiquity to
develop amore cost-effective version. The
exporter is the second- most expensive
piece of equipment in the IBOC air chain
after the exciter, officials said.
One small- market broadcaster in the
audience at the press conference said sta-

XPECT MORE FROM YOUR AM TRANSMITTER
NAB's Lynn Claudy and John Marino greet CBS Radio's
Glynn Walden, center, outside the NRSC meeting.
However, taken with other incentives, it
may do the trick.
To that end, Ibiquity is offering broadcasters alicensing incentive through June
30. License any number of stations by
that date and the Dec. 31 conversion
deadline is waived.
The main channel audio fee for each
station is $ 15,000 through June 30. After
June 30, the price of alicense for amain
HD-R channel increases to $25,000.
Financing also is now available for the
Ibiquity broadcaster license fee from
National City Media Finance. According
to its flyer, monthly payment options are
available for between 12 months to 60
months to include transmitters and "other
station technology and other related
costs" related to aconversion.

X10000 Tell/ AM TRANSMITTER

Armstrong Transmitter X-10008

IBIOUITY BOOTH
PACKS PRODUCTS IN

1KW HD Radio ready AM Transmitter
Built with dual hot-swappable 600 Watt
RF modules capable of 150"/c, modulation,
X- 1000B can bring that major market sound
to your radio station. Engineered with the
latest technological innovations, X- 1000B
offers high reliability, built-in redundancy and
it is HD Radio ready.
Best of all, our customers tell us that
the money they save running the X- 1000B
pays for itself with savings in electricity and

maintenance costs over an older transmitter
...z-nd as a bonus they get exceptional
reliability and that major market sound
free.
But, don't take our word for it. Talk to
our customers already on- the- air with the
X- 1000B. Call or email for a users list and
decide for yourself why owning this
transmitter is a no-brainer.

ARIVISTRCING
Te/ 3.15-673-1269 / sateseParmstrongtx.com / www.armstrongtx.com
Radio is aregistered bade mark of strquity Deal Corporation.
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Ibiquity exhibited at the NAB Show,
after not having abooth last year, when it
opted for an event sponsorship.
Sources said the company felt there's
so much going on with HD-R products,
it needed a dedicated presence on the
show floor.
Broadcasters could see many of the
receivers that had been displayed in
Ibiquity's booth at CES this winter, such
as the football-shaped "iLuv" by LG.
Some 60 products were on display.
Demos of advanced applications
included portable IBOC receivers, MSN
Direct and conditional access.

U.S. each year, she said. More than 6
million are aftermarket radios and the
alliance is working to make sure these
devices have HD Radio capability.
In the auto world, some 18 million
new cars are sold in the country each
year, she continued. The alliance has
commitments from 13 automakers to
place HD-R in atotal of 69 models.
Since CE retailers do not have "radio
departments" per se, she said, "We need
to teach consumers to ask for HD Radio."
That includes making sure content on
multicast channels is compelling, and
preparing data for iTunes tagging.
An attendee noted a Best Buy video
that helps retailers in the DTV transition
and asked if similar aid is available for
radio. Warren didn't address the possibility of a retailer training video but said
radio needs "to continue to push and
move it," referring to HD Radio.

IBOC STANDARD REVISED
The National Radio Systems Committee adopted an updated version of its
IBOC standard, approving NRSC-5-B.
The standard most recently had been
updated in 2005.
The Digital Radio Broadcasting
Subcommittee, co-chaired by Andy
Laird, vice president and chief technology officer of the Journal Broadcast
Group, and Mike Bergman, vice president for new digital technology at
Kenwood USA, adopted the changes.
See DIGITAL. page 12
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spectacular success, in no
small part thanks to the
flawless sound which the
Tieline G3 provided over the
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-Mike Rabey
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New Delivery Options Offer More Choice
by Paul Kaminski
LAS VEGAS Internet in your BMW.
Digital television on your phone. Video
on your satellite radio. Welcome to digital life in the 21st century, where choices,
content and distribution methods seem to
increase by the hour.
CNET Editor at Large Brian Cooley
believes the technology pushing consumers and providers can be broken into
four groups: movies online; in-hand technology; in-car technology; and digital
radio.
Digital delivery of online video means
more than the obsolescence of video
stores. For example, Cooley said, sites
like Hulu, an online video demand service, have developed apromotional model
that rivals the familiar one of ads between
program elements on TV.
"You cannot escape the value of people telling other people about ashow and
directly linking them to it. It's an enormous trend called social bookmarking
and it's one that [content providers and
producers] need to be very aware of," he
said during asession on cool gadgets and
hot content.
Mobile
Mobile platforms like cell phones are
not just for sending text messages and
making calls. In 2007, Cooley said,
music phones outsold all MP3 music
players combined.
"What's out there as amedia player in

volume? It's phones, not iPods. And the
biggest manufacturer of [FM] radios in
the world by far is Nokia, with 240 million handsets ayear."
Cooley said phones with navigation,
video and Internet connectivity will begin
to outsell basic voice and text cell phones
as people discover these capabilities.

Cooley said radio
has a great
opportunity that can
be taken by other
devices if radio

What's out there as a media
player in volume? It's phones,
not iPods,' Brian Cooley said.

doesn't provide
richer traffic data.

At the Geneva Auto Show this year,
Cooley shot avideo of aBMW featuring
built-in wireless Internet access. " It's
very real, and avery different future combination of media, Internet and in-car!'
Cooley touched on the future of digital
radio, mentioning iTunes tagging as a
way for radio to develop aback channel
for listeners to reach out to services and
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Digital
Continued from page 10

The most important tweak is the incorporation of anew FM mask that Ibiquity
submitted to the FCC in July 2006. The
change, adding a "gentle skirt" to the bottom of the mask at the edge of the digital
sidebands, will make it easier for manufacturers to comply and offer cost-effective transmission equipment.
The change does not affect audio quality, Bergman said in an interview.
Another change allows an extra two
frequency partitions to be used in extended hybrid mode. This brings the potential
for FM IBOC up to a full 150 kpbs,
according to Bergman.

You Asked for It and We Listened —
Radio. It's among the most important

Radio is becoming

,

things in your life. Only another radio person
can understand how you can be so passionate
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The group also updated its citations of
the Ibiquity reference documents because
some of these have been updated. The overarching goal is to make the document easier
to read and more consistent "terminologywise," sources said, especially concerning
language regarding advanced data applications such as program-associated data.
The document will be available to the
public through the NRSC Web site following afinal procedural review.

to let station and listener transact.
He gave an example of alistener with
an HD Radio docked to an iPod-capable
unit, which would alert the user that the
iTune-tagged song was available for a
future download to that iPod, and then
having the listener go online to download
the song.
Cooley also mentioned conditional
access, the ability to control who listens
to radio content by requiring an unlock
code.
Also, HD Radio will enable richer
local traffic data than what has been
available in the past, according to proponents. IBOC enables overlaid data on a
navigation system or scrolling text messages on an HD- R-equipped radio, which
Cooley called abetter way to serve local
audiences than is available now.
Cooley said radio has agreat opportunity with such services but it can be
seized by other devices if radio doesn't
provide richer traffic data.
A version of this story appeared in the
NAB Daily News. © NAB.
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smaller. Local radio needs to grow its
share of the pie:' he said.
In a recent study, the Consumer
Electronics Association asked respondents what CE gift they would most like
to receive. Most said an MP3 player;
nobody said they wanted an AM/FM
tuner or clock radio, he said.
Radio is becoming irrelevant and must
find a way to reinvent itself and think
beyond getting tuners in all portable
audio devices, he says.
Radio needs to become a service
provider for portable media players so
listeners can customize what they want to
hear on their device.
In a session during the Broadcast
Engineering Conference, Wilson said
radio's current, inefficient frequency allocation would need to be re-worked to permit such customization. He said the
industry should collocate channels and
use single-frequency networks to make
more efficient use of spectrum.
He expects resistance from the FCC
and broadcasters about such a frequency
re- allocation, but said radio needs to
adapt to changing times to survive.
Although he has worked as an engineer
for NAB and now CEA, Wilson also now
is abroadcast owner. He has two Class A
FMs in Buxton, N.C. He won his frequencies in Auction 37 last year and asked the
FCC to approve them as all-digital frequencies but was turned down, he said.
Though it's unlikely the radio spectrum will be re-allocated, Wilson raised
valid points about radio's future, said one
observer.
But an NAB spokesman said the frequency re- packing idea " is interesting
and thought-provoking, but not realistic
in today's world."

e
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WILSON CALLS FOR DRAMATIC
CHANGES TO RADIO
CEA's Dave Wilson predicts a dim
future for analog radio and says the medium must go digital.
Mass media, once limited to radio, TV
and print, now share the advertising pie
with cable, the Internet and satellite
radio, among others, he said.
"The pie is larger but radio's share is
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studios already?

Time flies when you're having fun!

Hard to believe, but we passed the>tb studio mark recently.
We're told that it's amajor milestone, but we prefer to call it
agood start.

In fact, our clients have made Axia the fastest growing console company in radio. To you, we say " thanks" for your trust
and enthusiasm. And to those of you who aren't yet clients:
we're ready when you are.

Okay, back to work now. (Consoles don't build themselves,
you know.)
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NEWS

News watch
Continued from page 2

homes. We reported at the time the
ARRL opposed the rules as created, citing interference concerns.
The AARL sued the agency, saying the
rules were not enough to prevent harmful
interference to ham frequencies.
The FCC had no comment on the April
decision.

Report: Martin
Review Heats Up
WASHINGTON The probe into how
FCC Chairman Martin is running the
agency is heating up and Martin may be
called before Congress in June.
That's according to the Washington
Post, which reported that hearings on findings by asubcommittee on oversight and
investigations have been proposed for this
month. It cited acommittee staff memo.
"The bottom line is that the FCC
process appears broken and most of the
blame appears to rest with Chairman
Martin," stated House Commerce and
Energy Committee staffers in amemo to
Chairman John Dingell, D- Mich., and
Rep. Bart Stupak, D-Mich., the chair of
the subcommittee.
Neither the FCC nor the committee
would comment other than to confirm no
hearings had been slated as of early May,
according to the account.

The probe began in December after
Martin's fellow commissioners complained that relevant information was
kept from them until just before votes at
monthly meetings. The Post reported that
according to the memo, more than 30
current and former FCC employees have
been interviewed, along with telecom
lobbyists and private citizens — the first
indication that the investigation has
turned up material to support complaints
against the chairman.
Martin has defended how he runs the
agency and made moves to make the
process more transparent; in April he
announced items will be publicized three
weeks before avote at the public monthly meeting.

CCR: Localism
Proposals Not in
Public Interest
SAN ANTONIO, Texas "Does it
make sense .. for a bureaucrat in
Washington to tell astation manager thousands of miles away in Bismarck, N.D.,
how to run his or her radio station?"
Andy Levin, executive vice president
of law and government affairs and chief
legal officer for Clear Channel, asked that
question rhetorically in the broadcaster's
comments filed to the FCC on localism.
Clear Channel told the commission that
the agency's proposed mandates in the
proceeding are neither necessary nor in the
public interest. The owner also challenged

the constitutionality of the proposal.
"Not only is government management
of content unnecessary, but it puts the
First Amendment rights of broadcasters
squarely at risk. Local broadcasters are in
the best position by far to determine
which programming to put on the air in
their own communities, not afederal government agency with no knowledge or
ties to the listeners there."

News Roundup
ILUV: New York- based manufacturer
iLuv has introduced two HD Radio tabletop units, the il 68 and i
169. The latter
includes an iPod dock. Both are available
online from the company and at JC
Penny, Electronics Expo and J&R Music.

geted $600,000 for investment in development of HD Radio products.
FM TOOL: The FCC's Media Bureau
has developed a computer program for
FM radio applicants. The Allotment
Channel Finder is now available to the
public on the Audio Division's Web site.
It's designed to determine whether aClass
A FM channel is available at aproposed
transmitter site and whether a Class A
operating from the site would place a
minimum field strength of 70 dBFI over
the principal community to be served. A
search does not guarantee the availability
of achannel at aspecific location.

AGs: The chief legal advisers to
Maryland, Connecticut, Ohio and
Washington state have urged FCC
Chairman Martin to block the satellite
merger. The attorneys general say the
VIERO: Clear Channel lost aTexas lawsuit that centers around its Viero revenue
anticompetitive results of such a deal
management system. A jury awarded a would be higher prices and diminished
Dallas company $66 million in apatent
quality of service. The letter is similar to
infringement case, the San Antonio
an earlier one signed by 10 state AGs.
Express-News reported.
'PUBLIC' REVISED: The FCC has
revised "The Public and Broadcasting."
DEVA: Bulgarian broadcast equipment
manufacturer Deva Broadcast Ltd. has
The document originated in the 1970s,
signed a license with Ibiquity Digital to
designed to educate the public about the
manufacture HD Radio professional
commission. The agency reminds stations
receivers and monitors. Deva's product
they must keep aprinted copy of the docline includes low- and medium- power
ument in their public files. Find it at
transmitters, RDS/RBDS encoders and
www.fcc.gov/mblaudio.
decoders, mod monitors and remote con"Broadcast Information Specialists"
trols. It will develop, build and market
will answer questions from the public
about how to become involved in the comHD Radio broadcast AM and FM monitors and professional receivers. Deva's
mission's processes. Inquiries would be
answered via e-mail to radioinfo@fcc.gov.
Todor Ivanov said the company has bud-

Quality. Convenience. Comfort.
Audio-Technica's line of broadcast quality headphones provide
exceptional clarity and sonic accuracy with high power
handling. The closed-back cushioned earcup design creates
and oustanding seal for maximum isolation while keeping
distortion low. Units are collapsable, making portability and
storage easy. Adjustable cushioned headbands and lightweight design allows for maximum comfort.

"A-Thas raised the bar once again..."
George Massenburg — GRAMMY0 -winning engineer & producer

Serving broadcasters for over 30 years - ( all your
sales professional for the best price in broadcast gear.
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Who's Been Nesting in My Antenna?
Radio World, May 21, 2008

by John Bisset
Joe Jarjoara is engineering manager for the stations
owned by Quantum Communications of Cape Cod.
Last winter, Joe inspected one of his sites to investigate
what appeared to be something nesting in one of his
antenna bays.
Figs. 1and 2reveal that what looked from the ground
like nest material actually was aportion of the fiberglass
radome. Fig. 2shows the view from the top, with aportion of the radome completely gone.
The day before, freak thunderstorms had moved
through the area. The culprit became clear.
He forwarded his photos to Angela Gillespie of
Shively Labs, the antenna manufacturer, to get their
assessment that lightning did indeed cause the damage.
This became his final supporting document. Now, armed
with aprintout of the weather forecast, his pictures and a
letter from the manufacturer, Joe was ready for an insurance claim. Joe's preparation made for speedy processing of the claim.
His experience underscores the need to keep that digi-

tal camera handy, especially as storms roll through.
Many times we're in such ahurry to get aproblem corrected that the thought of documenting the damage
before it is repaired never enters our mind.
With acamera in your hands, photos of claim damage
are hard to dispute.
*

Past columns are archived at radioworld.com

Energy Transformation Systems of Fremont, Calif., is
aproducer of baluns and other devices for audio/video,
telco and data applications. ETS has introduced a
brushed stainless wall-plate version of its InstaSnake, as
seen in Fig. 3.
Ile

*

Fig. 3: ETS now offers CAT-5 mic
snake cabling wallplates
A pair of these U.S.-made passive units will send up
to four audio signals over asingle run of CAT-5, -5E, or
-6 cable. InstaSnake has been tested to 1,900 feet over
CAT-5, using low-impedance dynamic microphones.
Information can be found at the ETS Web site,
www.etslan.com.
* * *

Fig. 1: Things are not always as they appear
from down on the ground.

Fig. 2: Lightning melted this radome.

Edd Monskie, vice president of engineering for Hall
Communications, writes that he and his staff are in the
middle of building a700-foot tower in central Florida.
As with almost any part of the state, there are designated "wetlands" close to the tower. (They are so designated
by the Southwest Florida Water Management District or
SWFWMD, commonly known as "swiftmud.")
In placing the tower, the team ended up rotating guy
points from their original locations in order to miss the
wetlands.
But this still put awetland area between the tower base
and one set of guy anchors. The crew could not plow or
construct any type of roadway across the wetland for vehicles or people to cross. But somehow, the tower team had to
get the guy cables across the wetlands during construction.
See WETLAND, page 18

air-Italue FM Monitor
Retains FM measurement accuracy with IBOC digital broadcasting*
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Axia consoles come with 24/7 support.
(Because radio is a24/7 business.)

Broadcasting doesn't take time off for holidays and weekends.
So why do all the other console companies only provide
support from 9-to-5? This doesn't make much sense to us.

That's why Axia clients get 24/7 support, 365 days a year
(366 days in leap years, wise guy).

Axia consoles are engineered to deliver years of trouble-free
use. They're so reliable, they carry a5-year warranty (
the
industry's best). Chances are, you'll never need assistance,
but if you do, we'll be ready for you.

Our ' round-the-clock help line is +1-216-622-0247. Call
anytime; our support engineers will be happy to help you.

Extraordinary support. Yet another reason why Axia is the
fastest- growing console company in broadcasting.
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Wetland
Continued from page 16

Their first thought was to buy chest
waders. They took two steps into the water
and were up to the middle of their chests.
(This method also did not take into
account that asix-foot alligator lives in that
wetland area. The crew can hear him every
morning and has seen him floating about.)
The guys still had to get across. That's
when one of the crew found a solution.
An avid bow hunter, he had his compound bow with him on site, so he tied a
fishing line (60-pound test) to an arrow.
The first attempt with an arrow resulted in abroken fishing line and an arrow
lost in the wetland. But on the second
attempt, he was able to shoot the line

about 40 yards across the swamp to the
other side. The crew then used the fishing line to pull arope across the swamp.
Using acombination of the rope and
winches, the heavy guy cables were
brought across the wetland to begin the
tower erection.
Edd Monskie can be reached at emonskie@hallradio.com.
* * *
Tom Norman is asenior engineer with
Burst Video in Colorado. He writes that
Winston Hawkins' note about using a
rack shelf upside down to aid in
installing or removing equipment
(Workbench, April 9) is awinner.
Tom has used another technique that
may be handy even if you have an assistant around.

Immediately below any given piece
of equipment will typically be rack
screw holes that can be freed up. Install
screws immediately below the gear, with
about 3/8- inch of the thread showing.
This affords a secure temporary platform on which to rest a piece of gear
during removal.
You can wrestle it with a little less
concern if the side opposite the one you
are working on is nominally secure, resting on the protruding rack bolt.
Nevertheless, Tom adds that he's had
gear slip off the screw on the side he was
not handling, creating a bit of excitement. Winston's solution completely
avoids this problem.
Tom can be reached at tomn@
burstvideo.corn.
Submit
Workbench
ideas
to
jbisset@bdcast.com.
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Ethernet path...

SBE's Education
Committee Plans a
Program of Reasonably
Priced Online Courses
For Engineers
by W.C. Alexander
A regular contributor to Radio World, the
author writes here in
his role as chairman
of the SBE Education
Committee.
Over the years, I
have often been asked,
"How does one get into
broadcast engineering?"
Certainly the question
came more often in years past
than it does today, but still, people do ask.
The underlying question is really,
"What is the educational path into
broadcast engineering?" That's aquestion that doesn't have an easy or direct
answer.
When many of us in the senior ranks
of broadcast engineering got into the
business, a number of schools did offer
broadcast engineering specific curricula.
An employer could hire a graduate
from one of these programs with some
comfort level that the graduate would
have acertain amount of trade-specific
knowledge, a starting point for realworld training. A lot of folks built their
careers that way, starting off with some
educational credentials and an FCC First
Phone and building their knowledge and
skills on the job.
Things are much different today.

Transmitter remote control

Surveillance and security
Backup audio path

1111111111114

to the transmitter site
Innovative IP-based applications save money, save
time and protect valuable station assets. But how
to get IP connections at remote transmitter sites?

LanLink

HS -900 provides IP Ethernet and

RS- 232 data where no wires or cables exist.

1315

Training:
Online and
On Demand

And without licenses, leases or new antennas.
Ask the digital STL experts today.

Dave Chancey 805.968.9621

Bill Gould 978.373.6303

moseleysb.com

Single source
For one thing, how does one define
the term "broadcast engineer"?
What does a broadcast engineer do?
What skills are required? If anything, the

HD Fi]
Grass Valley, Calif., is home to many
broadcast industry companies, working
on both HD Radio and HDTV.
Dave Hershberger saw this sign and
wondered if proliferation of HD gear has
indeed been sufficient to support the
small repair shop he'd discovered on
McCourtney Road.
"When Iwas out there taking pictures
of the guy's sign, he wandered out to talk
to me," Hershberger told RW.
"I explained what Iwas doing. He said
that people often stop by and ask him if
he fixes HDTVs. He says no; HD stands
for Harley Davidson."
(Reminds us of the time we saw abig
sign for WOOD and slowed the car to
look for the radio station, only to realize
we were in front of alumber yard.)
E-mail your radio project or other photos

May 21, 2008

scope of knowledge for abroadcast engineer has gotten broader, encompassing
everything from analog audio/video to
digital audio/video, IT, networks,
microwave/satellite communications, all
things RF, towers, HVAC, plumbing,
electrical ... the list goes on and on.
So how does one train for all that?
With so few broadcast engineeringspecific educational paths out there, those
wishing to pursue acareer in this business often come our way with a much
narrower pedigree, with education in IT
or electronics, occasionally coming from
the military with good but narrowlyfocused training.
It's up to the employer and the
fledgling broadcast engineer to
further his or her education
and training to produce the
sort of well-rounded,
well- trained individual
that we need.
For many years,
there has been no single source where such
an individual could get
all the piecemeal training required, and that's
still the case. The
options were/are factory
schools and training on
specific equipment and occasional offerings by the SBE,
NAB and other entities.
Virtually all of these have been worthwhile offerings — time and effort well
spent in rounding out one's pedigree and
knowledge base — but finding many of
these opportunities has been hit or miss.
The SBE wants to change all that. We
want to serve our membership and the
broadcast engineering community at
large by proving a single source of educational opportunities in topics/areas that
radio and television engineers need.
Through its Ennes Workshops, RF
Safety Training, Leader Skills and other
efforts ( including events at national,
regional and local conferences), we
already have agood start and foundation.
But we realize it's not enough. There
is still a great deal out there for which
there is no convenient source of education and training.

radioworld.com
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At present, we are working on getting
the underlying infrastructure for this program in place, and we anticipate having
the first courses available this summer.
Our first course offerings will be from
materials we already have on hand, educational materials from committee members and others who have in the past
hosted or taught educational seminars or
classes.
As we pick up speed, we want to
broaden the field. We are seeking those
in the broadcast engineering community
who would be willing to offer some of
their time and efforts in creating, editing
and reviewing courses in anything and
everything broadcast engineering but primarily focusing on areas where working
broadcast engineers need training now.
Those who would be willing to help
in this effort are encouraged to contact

We are working
on getting the
underlying
infrastructure for
this program in
place, and we
anticipate having
the first courses
available this
summer.
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the SBE.
We also need to hear from broadcast
engineers as to what training they want
and need. We will be conducting asurvey
that will help us determine the topics on
which we should focus. But beyond that,
we would love to hear directly from
broadcast engineers. Those responses and
ideas will drive our educational efforts as
we go forward.
Clearly, replenishing the ranks of
broadcast engineers requires our industry
to "grow our own." The way to do that is
through education that is topically relevant, convenient and priced right.
The SBE recognizes this, and we
intend to do our part to provide those
educational opportunities.
Cris Alexander, CPBE/AMD/DRB, is
director of engineering for Crawford
Broadcasting.

FORM!

Infrastructure
For most of the past year, the SBE
Education Committee has been working
on anew program that will offer reasonably priced, on-demand online educational courses to broadcast engineers.

Here

MOSNLC
Logitek helps your talent bring that art to life with the Mosaic
digital console. This versatile, flexible control surface for our
powerful Audio Engine router can manage your most challenging
on- air or production requirements while providing the reliability
and ease of maintenance that your busy operation requires

Mosaic consoles are available in a variety of frame sizes to
accommodate studios of all dimensions, and useful interfaces are
available for guest stations and simple router control.
'jo World at radioworld@nbmedia.com.
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STONES

els to give access to controls and slender recessed lamps
to illuminate the meter bridge.
To be competitive, the design engineers had to meet a
price and then allot their budget to the areas they
deemed most important. My judgment is that the Collins
Compared to Other IkW Transmitters, These Might Have Been
staff directed the money to RF and support circuitry.
The entire transmitter has an elegant simplicity to it.
Overbuilt But They Were Great to Operate
On the RF side in models 1and 2, a6AU6 oscillator
buffered by a6SJ7 couples to an 807 driver exciting parby Charles S. Fitch
allel 4-400 final output tubes similar to the Bauer 707
less the RF drive sense relay.
Milestones is a series of occasional articles about
RADIO TRANSMITTING EQUIPMENT
The output tuning was a "pi" network followed by an
important or memorable technologies and products that
"L" section without asecond harmonic trap. Capacitors
influenced today's radio broadcast industry. Read past
COLLINS
.11111
r!
tuned the network.
articles at radioworld.com.
TYPE 20V
MODEL 3
SERIAL
E
One unique feature was the arc suppressor circuit.
OUTPUT A3
1000/500/250W
The design concept was to avoid transmitter damage if
My first job out of the army in May 1970 was as chief
FREO 540-1600 KC
ANT. 50/70
RF arcing or lightning induction current was present in
engineer of a small 1,000 watt full-timer in Hilo,
POWER SOURCE
the output or the antenna. When any exceptional sort of
Hawaii.
VOLTS 230
AMP 22/18
PHASE I CYCLES 60
AUDIO FREQUENCY
gcurrent was detected flowing at the transmitter output,
Iwas living the fantasy depicted by WKRP: an
LEVEL + 10 OEM t2
INPUT 600/150
the arc suppression relay would activate and shut off
involved audience, limited competition, AM radio domihigh voltage.
nance, great new music coming down the pipeline from
COLLINS RADIO COMPANY
landmark artists, talented people on atiny staff. On air,
CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA, U Se,
e This circuit worked; I've seen it go through its paces
in several lightning storms. But it required that only RF
who could ask for anything more?
--freeemmeame+ -+- Romeiwort""'
be present on the output in normal operation. Even a
The "summer of love" might have passed elsewhere,
tiny bit of leakage to/from the AC of tower lighting
Fig. 1: Manufacturers plate on Collins 20V-3 serial
but here life meant surf, sun, skin ... aparadise found. F.
could hold the relay open.
number 101, owned by Fred Hoffmann, K50G.
Scott Fitzgerald could have written anovel about us and
On the audio/modulator side, the 20V-2 had only two
It served KSIX(AM), Corpus Christi, Texas for many
our hedonistic lifestyle.
gain stages.
years and was retired around 2003. Hoffmann said
On the tech side, only the arrogance and intoxication
A push-pull pair of 6SJ7s were directly coupled into a
the station offered it to him lest it be sent to adump.
of youth could make one decide that the entire station
See COLLINS, page 22
needed to be rebuilt.
The sagacity of age allows one
to realize that you don't touch
what's right but focus primarily
on what's wrong.

Collins 20V Was aJoy to Maintain

e

4,

Muscle
I've always loved RF and so the
transmitter site was my priority.
My enthusiasm for " improvement" must have found resonance with ownership, as they
approved the acquisition of aused
twin to match the existing Collins
20V-2 main transmitter.
After an endless number of
overnights, we had amatched pair
of alternate main 20Vs ready for
service.
KHLO was on 850 kHz and it
was the only station I've encountered that had two antenna exceptions. The first was for adrastically reduced radiator of about 170
feet on 850, the other was a
The Big Island is the
reduced ground screen made up of
biggest mountain in the
alimited number of short radials.
world, thanks to its roots
The self-supporting tower origfive miles down at the botinally had been taller and located
tom of the Pacific plus the
on arock island in the bay adjaequatorial bulge, which
cent to the hotel district near the
adds to its height from the
beautiful Queen Liliuokalani
center of the earth.
Gardens.
Mauna Kea, top of the
When the city wanted to
island, is also the biggest
spruce up the area, it ordered the
rock in the world with
tower to move. A helicopter
Fig. 2: Chuck Rippe!, WA4HHG, provided the
almost negative ground
transported the sections to its new
photos of his restored Collins 20V-2 seen
conductivity. OK, that's
home afew miles down the coast,
in Figs. 2-4. It's been retuned and operates
hyperbole, but inland,
the tidal area of a tropical fish
crystal-controlled on 1.885 MHz in the
inverse to our coastal covfarm (ground conductivity about
160 meter band. The unit is for sale; contact
erage, our signal was
5,000 siemens!) on the ocean.
info is in the photo credit at right.
challenged.
Things went well until the
heavy bottom section, too challenging for the helicopter,
Our Collin 20Vs were the muscle that made our signal dominate.
got to swinging and the pilot dropped it in the bay.
Voilà! KHLO had an instantly shorter tower.
West Point gray
(Incidentally, the tower was iron, not galvanized steel.
Three versions of the 20V were manufactured.
Eventually, the moisture and the salt got it. Rusted away,
According to the Collins instruction books, the 20V-1
the stick collapsed — probably more accurately, it crumbled — in high winds in the 90s. At present, KHLO and
(properly called the 20V) and the 20V-2 had the old
"West Point gray color with General Grant styling" of
two other AMs triplex atower on the other side of Hilo.)
pre- 1961 or so. The 20V-3 was in the newer style, in a
The emergence of the radials in tidal salt gave the stasort of beige.
tion an extraordinary, intense signal along the coastal
Of the 1kW transmitters we've been discussing in
sections of the Big Island and over water towards the
these Milestone columns, the Collins probably was the
other islands and the mainland. QSLs from the West
most physically overbuilt, deluxe of them all.
Coast were constant.
The styling grew out of the previous model 550A-1
The FCC accepted the new truncated tower and only
and was asubdued Art Deco, with two small door pan30 or so short radials.

Fig. 3

Fig. 4
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AP-2000
DIGITAL SPECTRAL PROCESSOR

SIL

The NEW VORSIS AP-2000 is the successor to the popular Vorsis AP- 1000
31- band audio processor. Virtually a complete redesign of the original product,
.AP- 2000 hardware is equipped with 30% more DSP horsepower, a completely
redesigned five- band AGO, the latest voice distortion management technologies
and al new, high performance distortion managed clipper
The AP- 2000 five band AGO now incorporates Sweet

spot Technology

TM

(
SST),

a VoIrsis exclusive, which manages the behavior of the five band AGO in real time
to ensure that it always operates within its Sweet Spot'_ Bearing no resemblance
to the common broadband AGO algorithms of the past, SST is a completely new

ietodk

way to manage the five band dynamics controller to maximize the consistency of
the stadon's on- air presentation. no matter what the source material or audio

,
tpieteiekiseheigie.Wiew,....41131be
r
,

leyet from source to program source. The newly designed five- band AGO also
incorporates adjustable interband coupling to ensure a consistently set spectral
balance regardless of program content.
The AiP-2000 also incorporates the new Vorsis VoiceMarsterTm Technology: a
special clipper management tool that has its own automatic processing chain
dedicated to detecting and specially processing live announcer signals, giving
jou

the

loudest and cleanest on- air voices ever.

Rack Room

Mid- South: 1-877-391-2650 Bob Mayben

Contact SCMS

Central: 1-731-695-1714 Bernie O'Brien
West Coast

at any of its offices

1-866-673-9267 Doug Tharp

to discuss your needs

Mid- West: 1-513-899-3036 Mary Schnelle
Sout -i-Atlant c: 1-770-632-1295 Art White
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1-800-438-6040

North-East: 1-315-623-7655 Jim Peck
South-West: 1-210-775-2725 John Lackness
North Cent -al: 1-513-376-8600 Pam Leffler
Pro Audio: 1-877-640-8205 Ric Goldstein
Latin America: 1-760- 650-1427 Lily Massan

www.SCMSinc.com

Bob, Ernie, Matt, Mike or Andy

HQ in Pineville, NC
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Broadcasters Face Shared Challenges
Meeting of North American Media Organizations
Focuses on Mobile Media and Digital's Promise
by John M. Lyons
The 2008 NABA Annual General
Meeting and Conference was held at
CNN headquarters in Atlanta recently and
featured sessions and panels with industry
leaders on subjects from WiMax and
white spaces to digital radio innovations.
Founded in 1972, the North American
Broadcasters Association is amember of
the World Broadcasting Unions, the coordinating body for broadcasting unions
that represent broadcast networks across
the globe. NABA has status as a nongovernmental organization at the
International Telecommunication Union
Radiocommunication Sector (ITU-R) and
the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).
Full members include National Public
Radio, CBS, Sirius Satellite Radio, CBCRadio Canada, the Corporation for Public
Broadcasting and several other major
media organizations. The NABA
Secretariat office is based in Toronto,
Canada.
On demand
The discussion "Broadcasters and the
Mobile Frontier — The Push Towards
Hand- Held" was moderated by Dan
Hsieh of MTC Services, with panelists
Sterling Davis, vice president of engineering for Cox Broadcasting; Mark
Aitken, director of advanced technology
for Sinclair Broadcast Group; and
Joseph Bates, vice president of eBrain
Market Research.
Using an analogy that will no doubt be
painful to some readers of Radio World,
Aitken stated, "Local broadcasters cannot
afford to become the AM radio of the
21st century." He said they need to do
their job to keep up with the competition
from other media sources.
Bates said there will be over 300 mil-
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in 2008; broadcasters need to be able to
get their broadcasts to these devices.
Consumers expect these products to work
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see or hear it if they were at
home.
Also of interest was "Digital Radio
Innovations," moderated by Mike
Starling, vice president and chief technology officer of National Public Radio and
executive director of NPR Labs; with
panelists Axel Leblois, executive director

expect to

from the input to the output with perceived
high audio quality (PERC) at avery high
level. Audio codees are ' the solution for
audio transport,' with SW56 and ISDN
near the end of life and no longer being
supported by the talco carriers.
"From collection of material through
distribution, we need to be able to produce the highest-quality product whether
mono, stereo or multicast, over whatever
device that the broadcast audience
receives it."
Media and disabilities
Leblois spoke of the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of Persons with
Disabilities for ICTs, or information and
communication technologies. It was

Local broadcasters
cannot afford to
become the AM
radio of the 21st
century.

Panelists Joseph Bates and Mark Aitken discuss broadcasters
and their role in the evolving mobile frontier.
when they want them to work, with content that the user wants to have.
Sterling Davis said, "HDTV and [HD]
Radio give the consumer more options
and the broadcasters must take advantage
of these options."
The panelists agreed that the mobile
consumer wants more local content and
generally want it at the time they would

of the Global Initiative for Inclusive
ICTs; Tony Caruso, director of new
broadcast technologies for Canadian
Broadcast Corp.; and Mike Bergman,
vice president of new digital technologies
at Kenwood USA.
"Digital is here and there is no turning
back," Caruso said.
"We need to develop getting the product

Continued from page 20

push-pull pair of 4-400s. Push-pull
circuits intrinsically cancel second
(or even) harmonics and even lower distortion was accomplished by
liberal audio feedback from samples derived from the plates of the
4-400s fed back to the grids of the
6SJ7s.
The Bauer 707 transmitter with
asimilar circuit used 8dB of feedback. The 20V probably had closer
to 12 dB.
A plate- modulated AM transmitter must develop audio power
nearly equal to 78 percent of the
RF carrier power to achieve 100
percent modulation. A gain in level
between + 10 dBm input into 600
ohms (0.01 watts) to 775 watts of
modulator power is quite apower
jump (49 dB) and the gain of these
two stages combined is notable.
Feedback was needed not only for
fidelity but also for stability.
Another deluxe feature: The
20V had circuit breakers as
opposed to fuses for both the filament and plate branches of the
input power.
Radio surfing
The transmitter had acabinet fan plus
aseparate squirrel cage blower on the RF
and audio main chassis with their 4-400s.
These three blowers made this rig sound
powerful even when it was just cooling
down.
The 20V-1 was local control only;

Mark Aitken
adopted in late 2006 at the Eighth
Universal Convention on Human Rights
and has been signed by 125 countries.
Notably absent are the United States,
Russia, Venezuela, Middle East nations,
parts of Africa and others, he said.
There are 650 million persons with
some form of disability, whether visual
impairment, mobility, hearing or other;
See NARA, page 25
ground connection point creating
asmall voltage drop that was just
perfect to drive an amp with a
sample of the modulation enve5 lope. (See schematic in online version of this Milestones article at
e radioworld.com.)
The sound of that speaker was
comforting as you entered or exit' ed the transmitter building. You
knew all was well.
An overnight maintenance
chore unique to my ocean site was
polishing the transmitter. Caustic
salt air could cause deterioration,
so these were the only transmitters
where Ihad to " Simonize" the
exposed metal surfaces with automobile wax.
After such an overnight ( and
especially if Iintended to stay up
all day — ah, the stamina of youth),
Iwould walk across the street to the
beach park, strip and swim in the
surf as the sun came up.
I may have been reckless,
freestyling in the riptide alone, but
Icertainly was awake when Ifinished — though Ihad to be careful not to let the incoming tide
carry away my clothes.
The Collins 20Vs were overbuilt, generally, but quality
throughout and ajoy to operate and
maintain.
Charles S. Fitch, W2IPI, is aregistered
professional consultant engineer, member
of the AFCCE, senior member of the
SBE, lifetime CPBE with AMD, licensed
electrical contractor, former station owner and former director of engineering of
WTIC(TV) in Hartford, Conn., and
WHSH(TV) in Marlborough, Mass..
8

Collins

ALPS- 2 — front panel control
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Fig. 5: Wiring harness in the 20V-3
owned by Fred Hoffmann.
most subsequent 20V-2 and -3 units had
provision for remote control, though documentation was sketchy. Ihad fully modified mine for remote control. Another
difference: the 20V-3 had solid-state rectifiers throughout.
My 20Vs had acircuit feature not seen
in other rigs of this vintage, an audio tap.
Down in the current return path of the RF
finals a resistor was installed at the
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Lead, Follow or Get Out of the Way
Radio Must Reinvent Itself Yet Again,
Or Risk Irrelevance to Future Audiences
For a long time broadcasters have
assumed that the digital revolution would
take hold in their industry when they, the
broadcasters, wanted it to.
Under that assumption, much effort
and expense have gone into the planning,
standardization and implementation of
digital technologies in recent years.
If broadcasters were candid, most
would acknowledge that at least part of
this strategy was formed with an intent
to leverage and extend their legacy positions into the digital environment, maxi-

mizing the advantage of the incumbent
while minimizing the opportunity for
new challengers.
While some would argue that this was
improper and manipulative, given broadcasters' use of the public resource of
scarce spectrum, others might counter
that it is merely an application of the fundamental human notion of survival writ
— or rather, coded — large.
That issue has been largely mooted,
however, as it is becoming clear that the
digital radio transition may not follow the

NEW

The Big Picture

carefully crafted rules that analog captains have drawn up for it.
As the record industry has learned, the
move to digital technology may be revolutionary in the truest sense, with anewly
empowered populace dethroning former
masters in the process.
Infinite number of monkeys
The mechanisms for this sea change in
radio are several.
First, there is the simple issue regarding
the volume of new competitors. As we
discussed last time, it is only amatter of
time before online and on-air radio services reach relative parity in availability.
This vast enlargement of the level part

full featured, professional consoles at amazing prices from A AKIS

ARC-15
only

by Skip Pizzi
of the playing field will put all radio
services into competition on the merit of
their content, and not allow over-the-air
radio to rest on its laurels of broader
access.
Another change engendered by new
technologies is what can be called the
"Digital Trickle-down Theory."
It states that as new technologies proliferate, they gradually allow consumers
to do more things for themselves that
previously were the province of professionals and dedicated service providers.
This principle applies broadly, and has
forced those who would remain professionals in their domains to continue to
improve their services, in order to remain
ahead of the ever-rising consumer DIY
curve. Radio is not immune to this phe-

S3,495
Author P -niel Pink
considers the impact
on American society
of what he calls
the three As:
Abundance, Asia
and Automation.

nomenon, as it too is being forced to provide something that consumers can't do
for themselves using new digital systems.
So radio broadcasters are doubly challenged, on both the supply and demand
sides of the equation: New media present
aglut of suppliers, while new technologies reduce demand for traditional radio
services (and lower the perceived value
consumers formerly ascribed to them).
There are ways to forestall the direst
consequences of this shift, however.
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Room at the top
A look at recent history shows that
human intelligence still trumps the
machine in most cases.
For example, when the first digital
drum machine was introduced by Linn
Electronics in the early 1980s, there was
rampant fear in the music industry that
drummers would be put out of business,
since now anyone could play the drums
with the push of afew buttons on alittle
console.
In fact, what happened was just the
opposite, as generally the only operators
who put the device to very good use were
drummers themselves, thus gaining anew
tool that broadened their palette and value. This pattern has been oft repeated.
In radio today, the functionality of
See REINVENT, page 25
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computer-based automation that broadcasters have used successfully over the
last decade or more is now finding its
way into consumer media players and
"adaptive" online radio services. But can
such systems truly match the capabilities
of awell-programmed radio station?
Some might say yes (and it's getting
better all the time), while others would
say close enough, given the lack of, or
substantial reduction in, commercials.
Still others would acknowledge that
something is missing, either because of
the robotic selections, sequences and
segues, or the lack of real continuity
(i.e., no DJs, newscasts, time/weather
/traffic, etc.).
The key lies in the range of these
answers.
Trickle-down is just what it implies:
down, as in diluted or dumbed down; but
it's along path. This implies that there is
always some room at the top for the most
adept professionals to stretch their skills
and remain relevant — at least for some
portion of the consumer market.
New thinking
Such augmentation of current expertise is just what author and former Al
Gore speechwriter Daniel Pink talks
about in his celebrated new book, "A
Whole New Mind."
Among many other thought-provoking
topics in the work, he considers the
impact on American society of what he
calls the three As: Abundance, Asia and
Automation.
By "Abundance" he refers to the fast
and massive consumption habits of
Americans, which imply that if you build
it, we will come — typically in droves.
Successful new stuff is often enormously
successful, and relative quickly.
And yet the American public is also
quite fickle, putting alot of those new purchases on the shelf fairly soon (but often
not getting rid of them entirely; Pink cites
the fact that the self-storage industry in the
U.S. now grosses more annually than the
American movie business).
So differentiating oneself is more
important than ever to capture initial consumer interest, followed by even more
critical effort toward stimulating the
retention of perceived value.
"Asia" is Pink's label for outsourcing,
by which he concludes that if it doesn't
really matter where aproduct or process
is produced, it will increasingly not be
done in the United States, since it's
cheaper to do it elsewhere.
Along the same lines, if aprocess isn't
that difficult to perform (especially if it's
largely repetitive), it can be done by
"Automation" instead of human workers.
Pink's conclusion from all three of
these trends is that imaginative thinking
— what he calls "right-brain functions" —
are required to avoid anegative outcome.
If you use creative thinking to develop
products, services or value-adds that are
difficult to replicate, outsource or automate, you will remain successful in
today's global marketplace.
Thus as consumers and other new professional entrants attempt to supplant the
role of traditional radio, those in the radio
business need to think creatively to differentiate themselves in new ways, and
apply their considerable experience and
existing infrastructure to develop well-
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crafted new services that cannot be easily
matched by less skilled operators or automated processes.
This shouldn't be that hard, but it does
require some new and well- focused
effort. It could also be fun, particularly
for those with acompetitive spirit, who
find that achallenge drives them to be
their best.
Perhaps the hardest part is the need to
develop imagination — part of our mental
muscle that we may have let get alittle soft
over the years as the industry has matured.
Maybe it's time to get back to the intellectual gym and train for acomeback.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World.
Comment on this or any article for our
Readers Forum section. Send e-mail to
radioworld@nbmedia.com.
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Continued from page 22

and this affects about 2 billion people
because one to two others are generally
needed to help each disabled person at
some time in their lives.
"There are opportunities to implement
steps for digital radio to include the disabled and enhance their lives," Leblois
said. Approximately 1.5 billion TVs, 2.4
billion radios and 2.7 billion cell phone
are in use worldwide, he said, and digital
radio already supports most of the application mandates of the convention.
Leblois sees awindow of opportunity for
digital radio in this arena through 2011.
For information about the global initia-
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tive see www.g3ict.com.
During the annual meeting, NABA
named its new president.
Leonardo Ramos Mateos, director of
high technology for Grupo Televisa
Mexico, took the reins from Ray
Carnovale, vice president and chief technology officer of CBC/Radio Canada.
Mike Starling of NPR was named to
another term as vice president, and Terry
Snazel, vice president of technology for
Bell ExpressVu in Canada, was appointed
aVP.
Eddie Fritts, former president/CEO of
the National Association of Broadcasters,
was honored with NASA's International
Achievement Award.
The author is assistant vice president
and director of broadcast communications for The Durst Organization. te
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Continued from page 1
Clear Channel now has the most separate stations under one roof of any facility in New York to date.
Prior to the move, the company had
three studio locations plus asales office
in New York City, and two studio locations in New Jersey. The new office also
oversees the company's operations on
Long Island, most of which are based in
Patchogue.
Major players in the creation of Clear
Channel's new Manhattan home included
Meridian Design, interior architects;
Luckett & Farley, project managers; Lehr
Construction Corp., general contractors;
and TechNet, systems integrators.
Josh Hadden, director of engineering
and IT for Clear Channel's New York
operations, said when construction was at
its peak, 350 people were on site daily.
Key suppliers of equipment for the
project included Sierra Automated
Systems for consoles and system routing;
Omnirax for studio furniture; Aphex, mic
processors; Telos, phone systems; and
Symetrix/AirTools, profanity delays. The
cluster uses RCS NexGen Digital automation, and SnapStream Enterprise software
for recording and searching TV content.
Studio mics are Audio-Technica 4033s
or ElectroVoice RE27s depending on the
station's format, said Hadden.
Family resemblance
Hadden cited several reasons for Clear
Channel's decision to relocate to the
AT&T building.
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There are two identical air studios for
each of the five FM stations: WAXQ,
WLTW, WHTZ, WKTU and WWPR.
Three of the stations have an additional three studios: two production and one
mixing. There also are three shared commercial production studios, three voicetrack studios, three imaging studios and
one for the Creative Services Group. The
facility also houses Clear Channel Online
Music and Radio.
The third floor is home to the engineering shop as well as master control,
which contains 65 racks of equipment.
"There were few surprises or unexpected challenges during the project. The
biggest difficulty came after demolition
and involved the columns in the building," said Hadden
"The AT&T building was built over
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Studio and tener photos by Howard Mullin

CCNY

A studio at VAX/PR(FM), Power 105.1.

you

overhear people saying 'Wow' and 'This
really looks like a radio station,' when you
hear the jocks doing great radio on day one
and see the studio clusters start to take on
their own feel and personalities.
—

"All of our space in New York City
and New Jersey is leased, including the
new building. AT&T was chosen because
it was in Manhattan and convenient to
almost all the subway lines and mass
transit gateways in New York.
"Most people take mass transit to work
here, so this was acrucial consideration.
The AT&T building was also chosen
because it had some awesome ground
floor space that we are turning into a
200+ seat theatre, and since the building
is atelecom hotel, there is atremendous
amount of connectivity and resiliency
there already for us.
"It didn't hurt that there are also two
enormous tower structures with unobstructed views of Empire and Times
Square for [ links to] our transmitters."
The New York Observer in 2006
reported that Clear Channel had signed a
15- year lease with prices ranging from
$35 to $ 43 per square foot over the
course of that term.
The complex consists of 29 studios.

Josh Hadden

the years in five stages, so columns were
irregular and offset from one part of the
building to the next." He said the architects worked miracles to hide many of
the irregularities and create a seamless
environment.
There were also delays in getting the 2
MW generator commissioned — aresult
of purchasing a "used" set that was already
in place and had 10 hours service on it.
This necessitated having to do the first full
online test after three of the stations were
already in. Hadden said the generator was
not operable into the live load until that
time, so the first test of the generator "was
truly a ' game-day' test. That was avery
stressful event at 2:30 a.m."
The architects were faced with psychological issues along with physical
ones during the project.
Billy Hallisky, vice president of
Meridian Design, said, "What had been
five separate companies with distinct personalities needed to be brought together
to create ablended family.

A plethora of servers.
"As you walk through the complex,
there's 2-100 land' and `LiteFM land,'
and all these areas bear afamily resemblance to one another, but subtle changes
in finishing materials and other details
give them adistinct identity."
He said it was important that no station be shown favoritism by being given
more space or abetter view. To facilitate
cross-pollination of creative ideas, there
are common lounges and areas where
staff from different stations can gather.
The mothership lands
Although this is not a "green" design
per se, Meridian used recycled, green and
earth-friendly products where possible.
Hallisky pointed to the studio lights as
an example: " Studio lighting usually
involves fluorescent work lights and dimmable incandescent lights for daily operations. We were able to source next-generation dimmable compact fluorescents.
With the number of studios in play, the
energy savings is enormous."
The project also was achallenge for
David Holland, adesigner for Omnirax,
which provided the custom studio furniture for the cluster.
"Josh wanted something innovative
and sexy, and he wanted Conan surfaces," Holland said. "We envisioned a

modular design based on a futuristic
mothership with up to three guest pods.
The whole thing looks like it is floating:'
Omnirax presented 3-D renderings of the
furniture to Hadden, who gave an enthusiastic thumbs up.
Holland emphasized that the studio
furniture has to be functional as well. The
modular concept helps to future-proof the
project; pods can be added or removed as
needed if there are format changes. A
deal of thought went into the ergonomics
of the furniture, he said, with access to
wiring troughs and rack gear for engineers, and frequently used items in easy
reach of operators.
Holland said working with Conan in
the five-foot depths the project required
was achallenge but planners met with the
supplier's representatives and figured out
most of the issues.
A unique feature of the studio complex is a production studio set up for
video as well as audio production.
Hadden said the space will be used to
create video and audio segments that will
be uploaded to the Z-100 Web page during its morning show.
The project began with demolition in
May 2007. The first station moved into
the new facilities on Jan. 29, 2008. All
See CCNY, page 28
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nect with traditional 950 MHz STLs.
As the relocation part of the project
winds down, Hadden reflects on what has
been an intense but stimulating endeavor.
"I haven't had a vacation since
February 2007. I've worked seven days a
week with the notable exception of
Christmas and New Year's.
"This was atremendously exciting and
challenging job, but I've also got the best
group of engineers around — Henry
Behring, George Marshall, Doug Irwin
and Jeff Smith — whom Iinvolved in

CCNY
Continued from page 26

back office operations are in place, and
the move was scheduled to conclude with
the WLTW relocation in early May.
3,072
Documentation for the project takes
the form of line drawings in CAD and
cable runlists in MS Excel and Access.
Hadden envisions moving to apaperless
documentation system.
"I'd like to sit in astudio with alaptop
and call up all the relevant information
by typing in a wire number. Our documentation was set up with this in mind,"
he said.
The Clear Channel project also is a
milestone for SAS.
Howard Mullinack, director of strategic development and marketing for the
manufacturer, said, "The facility uses six
SAS 32KD digital router/mixer frames,
giving acapacity of 3,072 x 3,072 channels." That is the largest number of crosspoints for one SAS facility to date.
Hadden talked about the decision to
use traditional routing vs. an IP system:
"An IP infrastructure introduces a new
single point of failure in the IP routing
system. It also opens you up to the wide
array of traffic blocking problems, both
malicious and otherwise, you can
encounter.
"While Ihave no doubt that this is the
future, I'm unwilling to widely deploy it
just yet."
Control rooms are equipped with
Rubicon 32 consoles; station production
studios have Rubicon SL24s; the three
commercial production studios have SAS
Rubicon SL16s and Digidesign
Command8 boards; and the three imaging studios are equipped with Digidesign
D-Command systems. SAS delivered 27
consoles for the Clear Channel project.
Mullinack said Clear Channel has used
the programmable auxiliary pushbuttons
included with the consoles for such functions as EAS, skimming and activating
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We envisioned a
modular design
based on a futuristic
mothership with up
to three guest pods.
The whole thing
looks like it is

Unique furniture leg design.
delay. An extra bit of logic ensures that
delay only can be activated if the studio
is on-air. The SAS installation also features acomplete intercom system, allowing studios to communicate with each
other and with master control.
A facility of this size requires extensive backup power gear. If commercial
AC fails, emergency power is provided
by the 2 MW generator purchased from
Qwest. The generator connects to a1,200
amp ATS, which in turn connects to a
100 KVA Toshiba UPS.
Clear Channel's main transmitter site
is the Empire State Building, with full
backup facilities at 4Times Square. STLs
are muxed up with request and business
PRIs, Internet and WAN connectivity
into an 0C12, using Adtran Opti-6100s
to the 24th floor "meet me room" in the
AT&T building.
From there, the demuxed signals are
handed off to AT&T DS3s to the transmitters. There is also fiber to feed AES
signals from the studios upstairs to con-

floating.
— David Holland
nearly every aspect of the project. I'm
also lucky that Iwork for Clear Channel;
the support and commitment to excellence has always been tremendous.
"It is enormously satisfying when you
overhear people saying 'Wow' and 'This
really looks like a radio station,' and
when you hear the jocks doing great
radio on day one and see the studio clusters start to take on their own feel and
personalities."
In May, Clear Chanel Radio recognized Hadden as one of its "Engineers of
the Year." Senior Vice President of
Engineering Randy Mullinax chose
Hadden "for his work in constructing a
new office and studio complex that consolidated the operations of all the NYC
radio stations."

needs. Trust the name broadcasters have
counted on for precision master clocks
and timing- related products for over 35
years— ESE. Our products accurately
synchronize broadcast operations using
a choice of GPS, WNW, Modem, Crystal
or line frequency for affordable, reliable
perfect time.
Visit www.ese-web.com to witness
world- class timing systems that are
designed for easy installation,
set-up and operation.
El Segundo, CA 90245 USA
Tel: ( 310) 322-2136
Fax: ( 310) 322-8127
www.ese-web.com
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MYAT Updates
FM Switching
Combiner
Myat updated its FM switching
combiner with features such as
remote control, manual override and
high isolation. Additionally, it combines two transmitters, routes combined power to antenna or dummy
load and allows bypass with failure of
one transmitter (50 percent TPO).

e

Don't take a chance with your timing

142 Sierra Street

Wegener Corp. said Jones Radio
Networks placed a large order for
Wegener iPump 6420 professional
media servers and Unity 4600 professional media receivers.
The purchase augments the Jones
Digital Audio Server delivery technology platform supplied by Wegener
and launched early last year. The
JDAS system distributes radio content
to its network of affiliates; the purchase represents growth of the network, Wegener said....
Harris Corp. delivered 13 HD
Radio broadcast transmitters to
American Public Media for its HD
Radio broadcast initiative, targeted for
completion in December.
The phased rollout also includes
three HD Radio upgrades to existing
Harris Z- Series analog transmitters
and Harris FlexStar HD Radio broadcast products at each station for multicasting initiatives.

The company says its FM switching combiners are designed to combine, and/or switch two transmitter
inputs into acombined output, or in
the case of one transmitter failing,
can switch the running transmitter
to air.
Switching is accomplished using
Myat's motorized coax switches.
Switching between modes is done by
applying asignal to the required terminals. The standard system includes
a hybrid combiner interfaced with
three coax switches. All I/Os face
vertical to ease installation of interconnecting lines. Optional input and
output directional couplers also are
available.
For more information, contact
Myat at ( 201) 684-0100 or visit
www.myat.com.

.21st Century NTR
Mobie Marketing for Radio
Start Earning Non-Traditianal Revenue
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realized they were actually in the Transportation
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Business they would have come to own the airlines
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and the trucking industry."
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Today Radio must be in the Communication
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business in order to adapt to the 21st Century
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because more and more consumers are being
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reached outside of traditional broadcast, print
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and outdoor advertising. There is a generational
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divergence occurring in the area of perception of

to become fully empowered to enjoy the opportunities presented.

Maximize Your

The unique MySimBook partnership model provides the 21st Century
communication mobile tools to help you and your clients beat history and make goals.

Net profit potential
mysimbooluxn/business

Easy Integration
MySimBook wiU provide All cf the software needed to execute your own mobile
campaigns and text clubs. We will also provide you with easy to use instructions
in order to coordinate your new sales through your existing traffic systems.

Sales Training
Training will be coordinated through our web- based portal. We wi Iprovide
complete training in the form ci online seminars, sales meetings. newsletters,
sample packages, and tips. We will even provide the oppo-tunit}, for an Account

388.311.3350
info@mysimbook.com

•

• • • 411 •

technology. Therefore we must recognize to the fullest
extent the Net Profit potential opening to us if we are

•

Executive to ema Iadirect question and get adirect answer. The t-aining will
be so comprehensive an Account Executive can even schedule atelephone
appointment for one-on-one sessions.

© Copyright 2008. MySimBook is atrademark of MySinii3ook.com LLC. All other companies and pioduct names may be trademarks of the respective companies with which they are associated.
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Opportunities for Mobile Devices Abound
SFF Gadgets Still Have a Long Way to Go,
Intel's Kevin Kahn Tells Super Session
by Thomas R. McGinley
Everyone wants their media mobile
nowadays, anywhere and anytime. Small
form- factor ( SFF) devices like multifunction PDAs, smartphones and iPhones
have come along way quickly.
But according to Kevin Kahn, senior
fellow for Intel Corp., they still have a
long way to go to become truly userfriendly for consumers.
In aSuper Session during last month's
NAB Show, Kahn scolded today's offerings as too limited, offering only local
apps. They have afixed and often confusing I/O and are generally unaware of
their surroundings.
His vision for tomorrow's do-everything mobile devices includes a fully
integrated Internet experience with
interactive Web applications, voice
recognition I/F, nearby device- driven
I/O and location relevance, plus fully
wireless sync.

lenge and confuse the consumer experience of personal electronic devices, he
argues.

or peripheral device, securely authenticate
and connect to it and then communicate
the video or other data required.
They also need to be able to "wake
up" sleeping devices and have positional
awareness.
He also noted that better industry

May 21, 2008
University of Southern California
Entertainment Technology Center
Executive Director David Wertheimer
suggested that the industry has to focus
on the consumer/user experience first.
"We need to do the careful research on
what consumers really want and then
make devices that deliver those needs."
He suggested that watching afull-length
movie on acellphone is not all that interesting and may not be in demand.
Success models
Gary Gannaway, CEO of WorldNow,
described how WorldNow is providing
video streams to millions of connected
users from many sources. Just as BaskinRobbins accelerated ice cream from two
standard flavors up to 31, WorldNow is
conveying much more of the video from
newsroom operations to consumers using
mobile devices, and not just the selected
short clips seen on-air.
While most of the panelists agreed that
standardization is important to enable
faster adoption and growth of mobile
video, Sling Media's Hirschhorn offered
acounter-observation. Any hot new idea
has to remain veiled in secrecy before it
is launched as aproduct to the market. If
it is truly successful, then it might be
considered for standardization.
Ducey observed that new technology
products must be given the chance to fail
or succeed in the marketplace but then

Get smarter
Harnessing these new capabilities is a o
Kevin Kahn
work in progress and will depend on
higher computing and graphics power
Kahn described some of the technoloengineered into the SFF devices.
gy challenges on which Intel is working
Radio-equipped smart sensors will be
needed that detect peripheral devices
that are needed to enable CSLL more
Kahn's vision for tomorrow's do-evervthino
quickly.
around them to make the user experience
The new devices must integrate multimore adaptable, unique, enjoyable and
mobile devices includes a fully integrated
radio functionality so that the various
productive. And these devices should
standards being used can be supported.
anticipate what the user wants to do with
Internet experience with interactive
Wi-Fi, 3G, WiMax and Bluetooth have
the peripheral, whether it be alarger distheir own bands and modulation
play, aprinter or scanner, or an AN center.
Web applications, voice recognition I/F,
schemes. Most of the progress in this areFor example, Kahn suggests any fullnearby device-driven I/O and location
na has been driven by digital technolofeatured SFF mobile device should be able
gies, but the basic radio designs are still
to sense that alarger nearby video screen
relevance, plus fully wireless sync.
is available for use in aconference room,
mostly analog and not scalable.
Intel is investigating how best to inteor the seatback display on an airplane.
grate automatically tuned antennas and
Wires should not be necessary and
front ends that will cover the two primary
auto discovery with a smart I/O would
cooperation and the forging of standards
cited adifferent model. Apple has had
bands now used for mobile devices.
connect the two automatically after
tremendous success with its proprietary
on which all manufacturers can depend
Tomorrow's radios all need to be
authentication. Carry Small/Live Large
closed "ecosystem" that is vertically
will be vitally important. Too many
"softer," with functionality that can be
(CSLL) will be the mantra and new defiintegrated, including such innovations as
changed by asoftware I/0. And they also
approaches are being used when innovanition of mobility that will drive research
iTunes, iTV and the iPhone.
tive ideas are brought to market. More
and development into this realm of
need to be "quieter" so that the RF interConsumers want to be able to use the
cross-company collaboration and even
ference they emit like the GSM cellphone
opportunity.
DVD or digital movie they paid for on
"cricket chatter" is reduced. This will be
consolidation will be necessary, he said.
Making CSLL real will force the size
A roundtable discussion followed
their mobile devices in addition to their
important so that peripheral device senof laptops even smaller while at the same
living room entertainment centers. To
sors can work reliably.
Kahn's presentation and was moderated
time, require them and pocket devices to
transfer it into their mobile player is diffiby Rick Ducey, chief strategy officer of
carry more computing power and more
BIA Financial Network Inc.
cult and is limited by licensing and copyMobility and DTV
communicating capabilities that do not
ing restrictions.
Brandon Burgess, chairman/CEO of
In summarizing, Kahn noted that for
require wires and connectors.
Hirschhorn contended that when conION Media Networks, identified mobility
CSLL to become reality, mobile devices
There are simply too many wires and
tent providers make their product inflexias the third leg of DTV. "The under-30
too many different connectors that chal- need to discover any nearby larger display
ble and hard to use, they breed piracy.
crowd is using mobile video heavily," he
said. Users expect their small mobile
Ducey agreed and suggested this is a
large hurdle the industry needs to overdevices to offer TV programming and
come in finding afair value/pricing relaquality along with everything else now
Name: Harry Cole
tionship for content.
available over the Internet.
The panel concurred that the traditionProfession: Attorney
Jason Hirschhorn, president of Sling
al advertising- supported model is chalMedia Entertainment Group, who helped
Favorite station growing up: WICE, 1290 in Providence. I
won
launch the popular and innovative
lenged because it has become so easy to
C= the " Save Batman" contest in 1966.
skip over embedded ads.
Slingbox, observed that users want to be
C=I 1Biggest court cases: Briefed and argued one side in the 1990
The discussion ended with HirschMetro Broadcasting case involving affirmative action in federal
able to use mobile video anywhere, anydecision- making, and member of the briefing team on behalf
horn's observation that traditional busitime, and don't care what the source of
of Pacifica Foundation in the 1978 "
Seven Dirty Words" case,
nesses are structured on management
the programming is or how it's being
both in the U.S. Supreme Court
and maximizing cash flow. They follow
delivered. He thinks better device navigaRadio experience: Member of the " Think Tank," music and
the money.
tion schemes are needed.
TV trivia buffs who were part of Howard Stern's show on DC- 101 in Washington, 1981-82.
Tara Maitra, vice president and general
New-tech businesses are structured on
I'm mentioned in " Private Parts" but my name is misspelled
innovation and they follow the consumer.
manager of programming for TiVo, noted
Other interests: Writing Cole's Law for RW, guitar playing, baking, crossword puzzle construction
that DVR is now being thought of as a When anew-tech business becomes sucand solving
cessful and eventually traditional, it must
"digital video retriever" and said that
follow both.
TiVo is not just for the living room anyodi:è Werlds pages are home to the finest writers and columnists in the industry.
Tom McGinley is technical adviser and
more. "TiVo to Go" is being made to
Like Harry Cole. Just one more reason we're the newspaper for radio managers and engineers.
contributor to Radio World.
function across mobile devices.
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"I demand the best...
the Aphex 230 is
clearly the best."
-Rick Dees
"My voice is my on air signature. Iwant it to
'jump' but also be clean, full and natural. Most
final on-air processors are cranked to ' stun'
and not very kind to voices.
With the Aphex voice processor,
both my voice and the voice of
my sidekick Patti ' Longlegs' Lopez
are incredibly open and present,
even after going through the
station's loudness box."
The Aphex Model 230 Master Voice Channel
is acombination of proprietary technologies
and the highest quality components.
Its performance cannot be duplicated by
any other product or combination of products,
hardware or software, at any price.
If you demand the best for voice
processing, demand the Aphex Model 230.

APIIEX
www.aphex.com
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Station Albums Were Just for Fun

HY LIT
22 ORIGINAL NITS FROM 111E RAIL OF FAME If

at the Space Needle

by Ken Deutsch
Remember those wacky promotional
vinyl albums that rock stations used to sell
or give away? While they were once just
curiosities on eBay, they now rate their
own Web site: www.radiouseonly.com.
Primarily released in the 1960s and
'70s, some clearly were designed just to
promote the disk jockeys, who could be
seen in jokey poses on the covers. We're
talking about a lot of skinny guys with
skinny ties and sideburns. Other local
albums were created to raise money for
charity.
Whatever their contents or purpose,
these collectibles represent a nostalgic
snapshot of top-40 radio stations as they
existed at amoment in time.
"I had an interest in records and collecting ever since I ' borrowed' my
mom's 1955-1959 collection to play on
my Show ' N Tell player as akid,' said
Lisa Wheeler, whose vast array of these
"platters" is featured on the site.
"I own over 300 different radio station
compilation albums and Iplan to expand
from there. The records you find on our
site include comedy, hits, oldies and even
local bands."
Playin" your favorites
She says trying to pick a favorite out
of her collection is like choosing a
favorite offspring; but Wheeler did single
out certain items.
"Speaking strictly from a graphics
point of view, the WPOP 1969 ' Hear
Here Volume II' has this incredible psychedelic colored vinyl," she said.
"The Bob Keene Big Band 'Twist to
Radio' LPs are some of my favorites. The
covers feature jocks doing the Twist. My
big favorite is probably the KAYO(AM),
Seattle LP with the deejays dancing on
the Space Needle."
But the music on these albums didn't
always consist of national hits.

news reporter,
then ashort stint
reading news at
KRDO(AM) in
Colorado Springs.
"I later moved
Lisa Wheeler and samples from her collection.
to KFDA(TV) in
news and then to
NEW YORK ROCKS
TV stations in
different cover art,
"I like the 'homegrown' type albums:'
Midland/Odessa,
was sold by other topsaid Wheeler. "Post Records and Buzz
Texas as ' Lisa
40 stations across the
Curtis' Pacer label made these incredible
Barker.' In 1992 Iaccepted ajob at
country.
records with bands, some featuring singers
According to www.wtmamemories.com,
KLBJ(AM) as morning news anchor, then
who were only locally known then, before
left commercial radio in 1994."
the inside cover of the album jacket had
they went onto stardom. WAPP(FM)'s
Over the last 14 years, Wheeler parblack and white photos of the air staff, a
'New York Rocks 1983' had John
layed her radio experience into acareer
feature that was customized in each marBongiovi. KRST(FM), Albuquerque put
in media relations in Austin. But what
ket. One can hear abroadcast commercial
out 'Enchantment' with asong by the Last
sparked her interest in the old albums?
for this album at the tribute site.
Mile Ramblers and astill-unknown guitar
"I admit I'm incredibly nostalgic," she
Aside from station projects, individual
player named Junior Brown."
disk jockeys such as Alan Freed in New
said. "I'm one of those who long for the
days of mom and pop radio and wish for
York and Hy Lit in Philadelphia released
the demise of ' Evil Borg' companies. But
their own albums of hits.
I'm one of those
I've gotten over that and accept the fact
Such was the popularity of these top
who long for the
that times change and radio is abusiness.
personalities that their names and likeYou move on."
nesses were enough to ring the cash regdays of mom and
Yet something keeps drawing her back
isters. Several companies pressed these
into the time capsule.
albums for many stations. Big suppliers
pop radio and wish
"Some of these albums have pictures
included Hollywood's Custom Fidelity
of control rooms with turntables and cart
and Post Records of Philadelphia.
for the demise of
Relatively few stations offer this sort
machines, said Wheeler.
"Apparently Iam not the only one who
of
product
today.
Perhaps
because
it
is
'Evil Borg'
longs for that era. The Web site is just
too expensive to obtain clearance on the
over ayear old and I've had over 1milcompanies.
music, they have switched to releasing
lion hits. I've gotten e-mail from former
comedy bits and original songs from their
jocks and radio nostalgia types like
morning hosts.
myself. It's anice feeling."
— Lisa Wheeler
Examples are CDs from nationally
The business model for Wheeler's site
syndicated Bob and Tom (
www.bobandis simple. There isn't one.
tom.com) and Detroit's Radio Hall of
"I do it for fun," she said. "Turning it
Famer Dick Partan (
www.wcinic.com).
Detroit- area record collector John
into abusiness would defeat the purpose:'
Freist has amassed a number of these
What was your favorite station?
Documenting radlot changes
vinyl wonders, too. His collection conWheeler's Web site allows a visitor to
The woman behind www.radiouseonly
tains Motor City albums released by
doesn't seek publicity. But who is Lisa
search her station database by state. The
WKNR(AM/FM), CKLW(AM), WDRQ
cover art and date are provided for each
Wheeler and where did she come from?
(FM) and many others.
album. A click on each album accesses
"I got my start in 1979 at beautiful
"WWWW(FM) had a ' Homegrown'
additional pictures and a listing of the
music KYNR(FM) in Pueblo, Colo.,
album featuring a local band called the
song contents.
while Iwas in school at the University of
Romantics," said Freist. "They later
Ken Deutsch has fond memories of his
Southern Colorado," now CSU-Pueblo,
scored a number of hits on Billboard's
own former place of employment's
she said.
charts. This was agreat way for the sta"I was 18 and working the overnight
"WOHO Golden Greats" album, released
tions to give local acts exposure."
in 1967. Several dozen cartons of leftover
shift, changing the reel-to-reel tapes. In
WTMA(AM), Charleston, S.C., probetween Perry Como and Montavani, I copies were still stored in the station's
duced a "Memories" album in 1974. It
unheated garage next to the lawnmower
would read the news and weather. That led
sold for the princely sum of $3.98 plus
to ajob across town at KIDN(AM) as a 20 years after the initial release date.
shipping. The same album, albeit with
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congratulates RF Specialties on their
25th anniversary of " unparalled service and
product selection" for the broadcast industry

Join in the celebration and take advantage of
special pricing on these hot products:

D-75 Radio Console

AP 1000 Audio Processor

RF is GOOD for you

R- 55E Radio Console

Celebrating 25 years...and counting!

RF SpeciaLties of Missouri, Inc.
Ph: 800-467-7373
Chris Kreger, John Sims, Rick Funk

RF Specialties of Georgia
Ph: 800-476-8943
Chris Hall, Bill Hoisington

RF Specialties of Washington, Inc.
Ph: 800-735-7051
Bob Trimble, Walt Lowery

RF Specialties of Asia Corporation
Ph: + 63-2-412-4327
Ed Edmistcn, Maricel Laxamana

RF Specialties of Texas, Inc.
Ph: 800-537-1801
Don Jones

RF Specialties of California
Ph: 8D0-346-6434
Sam Lane, Bill Newbrough,
.Daw Black

RF Specialties of Pennsylvania, Inc.
Ph 866-736-3736
DaNie Edmiston, Ed Young,
Harry Larkm

Ph: 888-839-7373
Wray Reed

Contact Us Today at one of
Our Principal Office Locations:

For more info on our 14 office locations, products, and services visit: www.rfspecialties.com
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BROADCAST LAW REVIEW

Are You an ' Eligible Entity'?
Trying to Help Minorities and Women,
FCC Will Favor Small Businesses & New Entrants
yourself with them sooner rather than
later.

by Harry Cole
Picking up where it left off more than a
decade ago, the Federal Communications
Commission has cranked up its "diversification" machinery in an effort to bring
more minorities and women into broadcast ownership ranks through a broad
series of rule changes and proposals.
There's a little bit of something here
for everybody, as the FCC has tried to
sweeten the pot for all concerned.
Whether any of its efforts will prove successful, however, is far from clear.
The new rules have not taken effect as
of this writing, but they are all likely to
be in place later this year. Given their
scope, we can expect that they will
affect most licensees in some way, so it
would be a good idea to familiarize

Diversity initiative
Historically, minorities and women
have not been represented in ownership
ranks in the same proportion as their
numbers in the overall U.S. population.
While the FCC may view it as desirable
policy to try to change that, the
Constitution generally prohibits racebased (and, to a lesser degree, genderbased) governmental policies except
under certain limited circumstances not
present here.
To get around that pesky constitutional
problem, the FCC has taken a route
favored by other governmental units facing the same question.
Rather than give preferential treatment
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IIle following summary reflects the
variety of new rules adopted in the
Diversity Initiatives order.
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The Ultimate IBOC Receiver/Translator
Designed to accommodate " full envelope" baseband signals (IBOC and
analog), fanfare's new age receiver/translator, the TUSO, 15 fully selfcontained and does not require an 150C exciter. In fact It arrives in a 2
module configuration ready for deployment under all existing FM modulation forms. The "
TRO" offers considerable versatility requiring only
connection to the receiving antenna and a linearized PA. If necessary, the
receiver and translator modules can be separated by up to 200' of coax, or
by 5TL. The latter would be of value for some repeater applications as well.
At the heart of the TRO design is our patented, Omega PITP-based
technology which enables the TRO to establish a noise floor that Is often
below normal measure. This significant noise reduction manifests itself in
significantly increased sensitivity and adjacent noise rejection which is
essential to assure reception of low-level 150C signals.

f
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6509 Transit Road, Unit H-1
Bowmansville NY 14026
[mail " proinfo@fanfarefm.com"

only to minorities and/or women, the
commission has decided to accord preferences to small businesses and new
entrants (dubbed "Eligible Entities"), the
theory being that such entities are more
likely to be constituted of minorities
and/or women.
Of course, since the operative definition does not limit the term, a white
Anglo-Saxon Protestant male will be able
to benefit from the new rules just as
much as an African-American Muslim
woman, if they both meet the Eligible
Entity criteria.
For purposes of the new rules, the FCC
derived its definition of Eligible Entities
from asimilar concept used by the Small
Business Administration.
Businesses are deemed to be "small"
based on industry grouping (for example,
radio is one such grouping, TV another)
and revenue. A radio station is considered
asmall business if it has annual receipts
of no more than $6.5 million.
Before you start trying to figure out
ways to fit into those definitions, be
aware that the revenues of any parent
and/or affiliate companies are also
included in the calculation. And there are
several "control" tests designed to ensure
that any governmental benefit does in fact
flow to aqualified entity.

1-800-268-8637(U.S. &

Canada)

Voice - 716-683-5451
fax - 716-683-5421
Websife: "wvivifanfarelm.com"
that broadcasters cae rely on'

CP extensions — Currently, CP extensions are generally not permitted. But
under the new rules, if an Eligible Entity
acquires an unbuilt construction permit, it
will have at least 18 months ( or the
remainder of the original permit term,
whichever is longer) from the purchase of
an expiring permit to complete the construction.
EDP calculations — The new rules
relax the existing Equity/Debt Plus attribution rules for multiple ownership
limits.
Under EDP, an entity may find itself
with an attributable interest in a broadcast licensee even if it is not an owner of
that licensee. That occurs when the nonowner is (
a) either asignificant program
supplier or an attributable owner of
another same-market station holder and
(b) holds a 33 percent or greater equity
and/or debt position in the licensee. The
rule is designed to prevent the aggregation of multiple non-attributable interests
in away that could have an actual significant ( but unreported) influence on
licensees.
The FCC has amended that rule to
allow up to 50 percent equity and/or debt
interest in asmall business licensee or a
debt interest alone (no equity) of up to 80
percent of the asset value of astation.

These new limits will also apply when
determining if a bidder in a broadcast
license auction qualifies for the " new
entrant" bidding credit.
Distress sale policy — The FCC has
modified its "distressed station sale"
policy.
Under the original policy, a station
owner whose license had been designated
for arevocation or non-renewal hearing
could assign the license as long as (a) the
buyer was minority-controlled and (b) the
price was no more than 75 percent of the
station's fair market value.
To avoid potential constitutional problems, the FCC has modified its rules so
that adistressed station sale can be made
to any Eligible Entity.
The practical usefulness of the distress
sale policy is limited because it can't
come into play unless some station's
license gets designated for hearing. The
commission has historically not dumped
many stations into hearing, and it shows
no sign of changing that.
So the number of stations that might
move into the hands of Eligible Entities
through that policy is likely to be
extremely low.
(Of course, if that prediction were to
prove inaccurate and the number turns
out to be large, that would not bode well
for broadcasters, since it would suggest
an aggressive, enforcement-minded commission suddenly designating license
renewals for hearing — not something
the industry as awhole is likely to want
to hear.)
Non-discriminatory agreements —
The FCC has adopted two new rules prohibiting discrimination — on the basis of
race, gender or related protected categories — in the sale of stations and in the
sale of broadcast advertising time.
With respect to station sales, proposed
sellers will be required to certify compliance with this rule by checking the
appropriate boxes on newly designed
assignment application forms.
The ban on discriminatory advertising
contracts specifically prohibits certain
advertising contracts that apparently have
contained "No Urban/no Spanish" clauses. The new rule requires licensees to certify in their license renewal applications
"that their advertising contracts do not
See DIVERSITY, page 35
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Diversity
Continued from page 34

discriminate on the basis of race or gender and that such contracts contain
nondiscrimination clauses:'
"Zero Tolerance" of ownership fraud
— The FCC is also implementing a
"Zero-Tolerance" policy to prevent ownership fraud.
Previous FCC attempts to promote
minority and women ownership have
been fraught by sham companies, in
which the real owners are in fact neither
minorities nor women. The FCC thinks
that by having "zero tolerance" for such
fraud, it will deter and detect any such
fraud in the future.
The details are still a little sketchy
about how this will be implemented —
the only concrete item being anew policy
of seeking to resolve ownership fraud
complaints within 90 days (fast-as-lightning in terms of FCC typical actions).
Good luck with that.

The new rules relax
the existing
Equity/Debt Plus
attribution rules
for multiple
ownership limits.

It's difficult to take the self-imposed
90-day turnaround time seriously. History
indicates that the factual issues surrounding possible "sham" ownership structures
are notoriously difficult to sort out.
And in a number of instances ( at
least), the commission's conclusions
seemed difficult to square with its rhetoric (for example, the FCC found one TV
applicant to be " minority- controlled"
even though the only minority involved
in the entity had contributed amere $200
of the entity's $22 million capital).
Whether aparticular ownership structure constitutes fraud or good public policy often depends on the eye of the
beholder.
Divestiture flexibility — For situations
in which a merger of broadcasting companies requires divestiture of one or more
stations in order to meet the FCC's multiple ownership caps, the FCC will now
allow extended deadlines to divest the
extra stations if the merging companies
have actively solicited bids for such stations from Eligible Entities.
Merging companies getting this extension will, however, be required to actually sell the spin-off station(s) to an
Eligible Entity or place the station(s) in
an irrevocable trust for the sale to an
Eligible Entity in order to prevent abuse
of the extension process.
Grandfathered clusters — The FCC's
rules for grandfathered station cluster
sales (
i.e., sales of station groups that
exceed the current multiple ownership
caps, but that are permitted since they
were in existence before the current ownership limits took effect) requires the
cluster to be sold to Eligible Entities in
order to keep the " grandfathering"
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exemption intact.
The FCC is now modifying that rule to
allow any buyer to retain the grandfathering so long as it agrees to re- sell the
excess station(s) to an Eligible Entity
within 12 months of the purchase.
More to come?
In addition to the amendments which
the FCC adopted, it also threw out for
public comment a number of proposed
changes.
The three proposals which are likely to
be of most interest to radio licensees
involve ( a) possible sale/lease of HD
Radio channels, (b) expanded AM band
stations, and (c) possible conversion of
TV Channels 5and/or 6for FM radio use.
As to the HD-R channels, the commission thinks it might be a good idea to
allow FM stations operating with multi-

ple digital streams to sell or lease one or
more of those streams to Eligible
Entities.
On the AM expanded band side of
things, as matters now stand, AM
licensees with expanded band authorizations are expected to turn one of their
licenses ( either their expanded band
license or their original, non-expanded
band authorization) in after five years.
The FCC is now thinking that it might
make sense to allow the AM licensee to
sell one of the two to an Eligible Entity,
rather than turn the station off.
As to the re-purposing of Channels 5
and/or 6, don't get your hopes up. While
the FCC seems bullish on the idea in its
diversification order ("this proposal could
yield tremendous opportunities for new
entrants, and we seek comment on it"), it
apparently changed its mind in short order.

Accessorize
JK Audio's Beltpack Series
Is Just What Your Belt
Has Been Waiting For.
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Making ultra-compact professional audio tools has
always been JK Audio's specialty. Our Beltpack
Series takes compact/pro to new levels. Incorporating
Bluetoothr Wireless Technology, our BluePack and
RemoteAmp Blue provide wireless connectivity, via
your cell phone, to just about any place you need to be.

RemoteAmp Two provides awired, listen-only
connection for mono IFB or full bandwidth stereo
music listening. Separate volume controls for the
XLR and 3.5 mm line input lacks allow asimple
mix of mono and stereo sources
Each has apowerful 1, ,watt stereo headphonc
amplifier that will cut through any crowd noise.
BluePack and RemoteAmp Blue also pair to
Bluetooth-equipped sound cards and music
players in full-bandwidth stereo A2DP mode.

Power

JK Audio

Out

RemoteAmp Blue allows IFB monitoring through acell
phone equipped with Bluetooth Wireless Technology.
This is alisten-only device designed for voice IFB
or full- bandwidth stereo music listening. The line
input jacks and separate volume controls allow wired
operation in parallel with the Bluetooth connection.

4
Head
Phones

BluePack'

BluePack

BluePack allows field reporters and remote talent to
conduct live man-on-the-street interviews through
acell phone equipped with Bluetooth. Mix the mic
input ( balanced XLR) and the 3.5 mm aux send for
a3.4 kHz station feed back though your phonc
(via Bluetooth) and/or grab afull- bandwidth mix from
the stereo output to the recorder of your choice.
Its professional microphone preamp and powerful
headphone amp deliver the highest quality audio.

The very next day after issuing the
diversification order, the commission
issued an order in the DTV transition
proceeding in which it addressed the proposal to use TV Channels 5 and/or 6 for
FM. There the FCC noted the " wellestablished determination that the additional opportunities for increasing FM
noncommercial coverage do not outweigh the costs of eliminating Channel 6
from TV service."
And with that, the commission expressly said that it was denying the proposal.
So we really aren't that optimistic that this
notion will be ahappening thing at any
time in the foreseeable future.
Harry Cole is amember in the law firm
of Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, P.L.C. He
can be reached at cole@fhhlaw.com. Read
his blog postings on regulatory developments at www.commlawblog.com.
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This season, make sure you're properly
accessorized with JK Audio's Beltpack Series.
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"Doctor
doctor,
gimme the
news, Igot a
bad case of
lovin' you." " I
said doctor, doctor,
Mr. M.D., please tell
BY M ARK L
APIDUS
me what's ailing me."
The key to the publicity is having
"Called the doctor,
enough tattooed contestants in one place
woke him up; he said put
for the media to interview. Plus, you gotda lime in da coconut ..."
ta let the doc show off the removal techRadio loves songs about
doctors. Why? Because physicians are
nique. Fascinating stuff.
central to our existence. If you're healthy,
Deflation Nation — Everyone was
it's likely because you've got good meddoing breast augmentation for a long
ical care, or great genes.
You can have lots of fun with doctors
time. Now it's time for reduction.
This one can work in conjunction with
on the air and that's why it's time to "play
aweight loss contest. Contestants compete
doctor" in this edition of Promo Power.
Ibegin by running the risk of giving for the most lost pounds. Whoever sheds
you a dose of doctor promotions with
the most total tonnage gets to go under the
knife. You'll love those before and after
which you may already be familiar.
videos and photos for your Web site.
Hopefully you can add anew twist.

PRJMO ROWER

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES

•

...like promotions that are easy to sell, apleasure to air, and make
you lots of money? We're all about that. Please take
amoment to visit GFtACEBROADCAST.COM and check out our :30and :60-second " Sales Boosters." FREE demos, money-making
sales helps, and ridiculously healthy returns await.
Neat Ideas

Free Demos.

GRACE BROADCAST SALES

Question.' Call uc toll-tree ( 888) 472-2388

Sound Ideas for Building Business '

www.gracebroadcast.com

N Waéliiiilenejakt

1"

Let's begin with "Vasectomy for
Valentines!" It may be "cutting edge" but
the promotion has been around for afew
decades. If it hasn't been done in your
market for awhile, it's bound to bring
some media coverage.

A Shot of Love! — At the beginning of
winter, set up alow-cost flu shot solution
for your listeners.
Many drug and grocery store chains
now offer these. Have them make aspecial offer for one day and promote like an

Combine what physicians do and
what your radio station can do
into an effective promotion.

SUMMER SAFETY CAMPAIU
20 tamable :60's - just e169 complete!
Market Exclusive! • Íree Demo geDetang et

GraceBroadeasteom
toll-free

4.72.2g?g

lust Tag Sell, and Run. -

www.gracebroadcast.com

"Just want you to know how

June is DAIRY
%
MOoor\11)-f!
1

successful our " SHOP AT HOME"
Campaign is. So far, we have sold
29 packages at $ 500 each...." - FL

15 taggeible : 20 1e

"SHOP YOUR
HOMETOWN MERCHAN'FS
Ave', Local

Rodseng

lust

litnele!

*
129 complete!

Ott
ully Produced • Market Exclusive
Ready to Sell & Air Right Now!
-30-second features - $399
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www.gracebroadcast.com

.10'1 •
rw

Demo & Detailq

at

CraceBroadeast.com

toti-free
(M)

472-228?

Just Tag, 5ell and Run

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worlds readers. Reach Radio Station
owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising call Caroline at
1-703-8524610 or email dreelandOnbmedia.com.

Collect statements from men and
women about why the man in the relationship should have a vasectomy. You
can do these testimonies on the air, or
have people submit videos to put up on
YouTube or on your Web site. You can
even have the audience vote on which
lucky dude wins the trim.
Your sales department definitely
should take ashot at selling aschedule to
the doc who will do this procedure.
Be sure to have the winner on the air a
few weeks after the operation to fill you
in on how things are playing out.

epidemic. Not real sexy, but usually
much appreciated.

Lose That Tattoo! — It's amazing how
many people in their 20s and 30s who
once thought tats were cool are now trying to get them off.
Don't believe me? Ask your local
plastic surgeon how many requests they
get each month.
Similar deal as above: Have listeners
compete for a slot to have their tattoos
removed. This time, pick about adozen to
have them all removed at the same time
and place. Call local media to come talk
to your losers (sorry, Imeant winners!).
TV news crews and holier-than-thou
newspaper journalists just can't stay
away from people who openly share their
regrets in public.

Is there liability in doing these promotions? You betcha. Make sure your legal
beagles know what you're up to and that
all of your doctors have insurance. No,
those silly release forms you have people
sign are not enough to protect you.
Now, let's go mental ...

Grill Time — Not everyone actually
wants agrill installed on their teeth, but
once again there is acertain sick fascination in hearing from people who are
interested in this stranger- than- fiction
installation.
(If you don't know what I'm talking
about, go to Google Images and type in
"grill teeth.")
The trick is finding adentist to work
with.

Couch Time! — This is the most brutal
of them all because it involves the mind.
You're looking for people who need a
few free sessions with atherapist. These
could be individuals or couples. This one
could work well with morning shows and
talk shows who like to explore emotional
issues. You gotta make sure you find an
See RX, page 37
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Kabel Takes on
2nd Shift' at
Entercom
Entercom Communications debuted
"2nd Shift," a syndicated nighttime program airing on its country stations. The
show will initially air in the San Francisco, Seattle, Portland, Ore., Kansas
City, Rochester, Greensboro and WilkesBarre/Scranton markets.
"2nd Shift" is hosted by Alan Kabel, a
radio entertainer with hosting experience
that includes morning shows coast- tocoast as well as another syndicated nightly program. Entercom says he is known
for his quirky sense of humor, light and
informative interviewing style and ability
to make listeners feel like family.
"`2nd Shift' isn't about what Iwant to
hear; it's about whatever direction the listeners take it," said Kabel. "At times, ' 2nd
Shift' listeners will hear Kenny Chesney,
and at other times it might be Hollywood
insiders, such as George Clooney.
"The underlying theme, though, will
always be the most exciting music produced in the last 20 years, combined with
the fun banter that's par for the course in
hosting toll- free, open topic telephone
lines," he said.
For more information, visit www.
secondshiftshow.com.

Stations Can
Get Harvey on
Saturdays
"Steve Harvey Saturdays" will debut
June 7.
The show is fully produced and turnkey; it
will air Saturdays
from 6 to 10 a.m. ET
and feature the best
of "The Steve Harvey
Morning Show."
Syndicator Premiere
Radio Networks, part of
Clear Channel, said Harvey
has the number one-rated morning show
in the top 50 metro markets with
Persons 12+, 18-34, 18-49, 25-54 and
Women 25-54; it cites Arbitron Fall
2007 statistics.

Rx
Continued from page 36

therapist for this one because
they'll join you on-air in presenting the
conflict, analysis and resolution.
articulate

Speaking of talk radio, we could use
more articulate docs on the air in this
country. Yes, they are hard to find and
difficult to keep, but even finding adoctor to do a talk show on your station
could be promotion.
Hold open doctor auditions for a few
weeks. Give each doctor 15 minutes of
fame to show off their knowledge and
take calls.
Might just be the medicine your station
needs for anemic ratings.
Contact the author at marklapidus@
verizon.net.
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The Harvey show is heard on about 60
stations including WBLS(FM) in New
York, KDAY(FM) in Los Angeles,
WGCI(FM) in Chicago and KRNB(FM)
in Dallas.
For affiliation, contact Premiere Radio
Networks at (
818) 377-5300.

Barnett: Bringing
Young Blood Back
to Country
Veteran programmer Bob Barnett
launched CountryRadioConsultants.com,
a radio programming management consultancy specializing in "next-generation
country radio guidance." He says technological innovation and changes in con-

sumer tastes are creating new opportunifor country radio to connect with
fans, and that country radio needs to be
more aggressive about integrating new
media elements into the existing business model.
"Research is showing that the country
audience is not only aging, but getting
smaller in size because it's not attracting
younger listeners to the format," said
Barnett.
Barnett says the time is right to reimagine the country radio model with a
fresh perspective.
"Historically, the format is the healthiest when it has balanced appeal across
the 25-34, 35-44 and 45-54 cells.
Country radio must utilize these new
tools to reach the younger end of the
demo and connect with them on their
terms:' he said.
ties

I Radio World

Barnett offers 25 years of industry
experience, and says he has successfully
merged new technology and product
innovation with aconservative researchbased strategy to develop winning country stations in cities such as St. Louis,
Nashville, Rochester, N.Y., and most
recently, Miami-Ft. Lauderdale.
In addition to providing consulting
services for country radio, he has put
together an array of Web resources and
programming tools to help programmers
maximize the benefits of new media
audio and video elements. His Web site
includes tools such as "The Daily PlanIt," a day-to-day guide and checklist to
help over-worked program directors and
promotions directors stay on track.
For more information, contact Bob
Barnett at ( 954) 235-1705 or visit
www.countryradioconsultants.com.

YOU MIGHT HAVE

at the NABSHOW

A LUNCHEON RE- CAP
COMING TO A CITY NEAR YOU.
June 3, 2008: Washington, D.C.
presented by

IJune 4, 2008: New York City

Radio World

Not everyone has the time and resources available to see everything
presented at the annual NAB Show in Las Vegas. Yet, keeping up with
the news and significant new technology introductions is vital to your
job and career. We Can Help.
Join us for lunch and a briefing on the 25 Things You
Might Have Missed at the NAB Show. The Radio World
editorial team traveled the sessions and exhibit floors of
the Las Vegas Convention Center to find the people, news
and technology certain to have an impact on radio broadcasting and station operations throughout the coming year
and beyond.

Both luncheons run 11:30am to 2pm and include time
to meet with the publication editorial staff, sponsors
and other attendees.
Presented By: Radio World Editor Paul McLane
*June 3, 2008: Washington, D.C.
L'Enfant Plaza Hotel: 480 L'Enfant Plaza SW
*June 4, 2008: New York City
Westin New York at Times Square:
270 West 43rd Street

Space is Limited! For more details and to register,

visit http://25thingsnab.newbay-media.com/radioworld/
These Events Will Sell Out...Don't Delay!

Sponsored by:
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StreamGuys, a leading streaming
media provider, deliver low latency
Internet radio rebroadcasting services
using Barix lnstreamers / Exstreamers.

Fast
Phone
Editing

Point to
Multipoint

Remove Talk-Over
Auto Network
Room to Room
NIP3 - WAV - VVNIA

InfoComm 08 Booth No: C3785
www.barix.com

AGC - Sedrch By Title
And Fast!
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audionlabs.com
206 842 5202 x203
Available at all
broaocast distributors.

Clone your Brain
in all your Sites!
with
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...and so are
the potential
buyers for
your products
and services.
Radio World is agreat place
to find things for your business, and
agreat place for prospects to find you!

e-SCIMS
•

t. 1.800.438.6040

f. 1.704.889.4540

www.scmsinc.com

Flit. é LAAIL7 PROM.ICT
fC
Quality Tubo Rebuilders Since 1940

www.freeland-inc.com
800.624.7626

To advertise, call
John at 330-342-8361 ( Eastern U.S.)
or Dale 916-721-3410 (Western U.S.)

Intelligence & Innovation

davicom

t. 1.418.682.3380

f. 1.418.682.8996

www.davicom.com

EAS

Equipment is in stock for
immediate delivery!

GORMAN-REDLICH MFG. CO.

Phone 7,
40-593-3150

257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701

FAX 740-592-3898

Buy simplicity,

reliability and service

Price $ 1750.00

VreCe Lff
Many in stock!
Ready to ship
Triode
Tetrode
Cermolox
Thomson
Klystrons
Misc
Tube Tips

• 5two-way RS232 inputs/outputs for computer, remote signboard & character generator
•6audio inputs on standard models. All audio inputs & outputs • 2year warranty
are transformer isolated from encoder-decoder board
• 2minutes of digital audio storage
•Automatic interruption of program audio for unattended

• 25 pin parallel printer port for external printer

operation
•4line 40 character LCD display with LED backlighting

• 52 terminals on the rear to interface with other
equipment by removable plugs

• 20 key keypad to program unit, set modulation level, set
input levels
•Will handshake with automation equipment

• BNC fitting with 600ohm balanced audio out
for second transmitter

iimg@gorman-redlich.com

Web Site: www.gorman-redlich.com
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tuned radios, remote signboards, cables for interconnection. character generators
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Internap Aims to Provide 'Ultimate Online Experience'
Internap Network Services Corp. is an
Internet business solutions company.
Internap says it helps clients manage,
deliver, distribute and monetize content
and applications online; it maintains a
platform of data centers, managed
Internet services, acontent delivery network and content monetization services.
In April, for instance, it said
Beethoven.com radio had selected its ad
delivery service and CDN to monetize its
Web site and deliver classical music to
new audiences.
The company is headquartered in
Atlanta; its stock trades on the Nasdaq
National Market. Radio World talked to
Director of Advertising Projects Emma
Woods.
RW: How does your company help
stations manage their online enterprises
and extend their brands?
Woods: Internap's platform provides
radio stations with maximum control
over their advertising content and inventory, including real-time ad campaign
tracking and user targeting, which
enables advertisers to maximize ROI.
Our system is impressions-based and
designed to guarantee ads are prioritized
based on value while maintaining effective rotation.
In addition, the company's inventory
prediction tool gives stations visibility
into the ad inventory that has been sold
and what is left available.
Radio stations can use this tool to
leverage their inventory by increasing the
ad rate and selling limited inventory at a
premium. Ultimately, this enables stations to provide advertisers with premium
inventory while maintaining good rotation for ahigher ad rate.
Internap also makes it possible for stations to provide comprehensive reporting
data, such as audience metrics that provide the advertiser with the opportunity
to modify their ad campaigns. With this
tool, broadcast companies can look at the
data aggregated for either its entire network or its regional stations.
Through online streaming, radio stations can get audience metrics from their
player including the number of listeners
and how long they've been listening.
Internap's registration feature also
enables stations to capture and track audience data such as age and gender. This
provides stations with the ability to help
advertisers track and target its advertising
efforts through audience demographics.
RW: What are some of the coolest,
newest tools to help stations make an
impact in cyberspace?
Woods: Internap's inventory prediction
tool is agreat resource for radio stations
because it provides them with critical
business intelligence necessary to optimize their advertising sales.
The company's tracking tool is also a
valuable resource, as it provides stations
with acomplete description of how many
people are listening during aspecific time
of day. This makes it possible for stations
to obtain avery accurate idea of how to
effectively price its advertising space.
RW: What are some of the most common problems stations run into online?
Woods: Radio stations commonly run
into royalty issues when it comes to
streaming ads online, and they under-

tent provided can be accessed at any
point in time.
It does, however, enable broadcasters
to extend their programming by archiving
previously recorded content on their site.

Internap Network Services Corp.
250 Williams Street
Atlanta, GA 30303
Phone: (404) 302-9700
Web: wwwinternap.com

RW: What are broadcasters most concerned about?
Woods: Radio stations need to monetize their sites in order to subsidize the
costs associated with having an online
presence. They want to know they're

RW: Are the days of stations defining
themselves as "broadcasters" rather
than "content providers" coming to a
close?

%,Ip
› INTERAMP®

with a partner they can trust who can
help them succeed online. Internap does
this by providing radio stations with
complete control of their content, ad
inventory and brand identity.
Emma Woods
stand that if they want to stream programming online there are certain regulations they must follow.
Sometimes, because of these regulations, certain advertisements must be
suppressed online and replaced with
alternate ads. Internap's advertising software enables stations to literally place a
streamed ad in front of abroadcasted ad.
The software communicates directly
with the station and receives triggers during breaks that tell it when to insert specific ads into the radio's streamed programming, so that the online advertising
is placed dynamically.
RIAA now requires specific reporting
in order to calculate the fees involved in
streaming songs online. Internap provides stations with the ability to collect
the necessary data in order to maintain
compliance with the RIAA's reporting
requirements.
Radio stations ultimately want superior quality and control, and the ability to
customize the look and feel of their player as ways to extend the station's brand.
RW: Are stations more savvy now
when it comes to working on the Web?
Woods: Definitely. Radio stations realize they have to stream online in order to
be successful and reach new audiences.
For example, one customer wanted to
add an Internet-only bluegrass station to
its offering because it realized that within its wider audience were certain niche
groups that liked this genre of music.
Once this new station was created, it had
the ability to book a set of advertisers
that wanted to reach the specific demographic that traditionally listens to bluegrass music.
Stations are also learning they can do
things differently online than they do on
the air. Some radio stations, in fact, have
become more creative online and understand there is adegree of interactivity on
the Internet that doesn't exist on air.
RW: Has podcasting had a real
impact on the online market?
Woods: Ithink it has had an impact,
but not the kind of impact that's going to
detract from the live experience. With
podcasting there's no real sense of
urgency for the listener because the con-

RW: How much will online enterprises contribute to radio revenues in the
next year, and the years ahead?
Woods: Today, Internet display advertising has the biggest growth rate of any
advertising medium, therefore the
quicker stations get in to the online
game, the faster they can take advantage
of where advertisers are spending their
ad dollars.

Woods: Idon't think so, no. Ibelieve
they'll still consider themselves broadcasters, but the role and perception of
radio stations is expanding.
Going back to the topic of podcasting,
new media and emerging technologies are
providing radio stations with more
advanced ways to produce content and
earn money. What was once an audio
medium has also become avisual medium.
Radio stations are always thinking
about ways they can improve the listener
experience. Humans are visual so anytime stations can add avisual component
to their site the more likely they are to
build customer loyalty.

e

Radio World Engineering Extra, the radio
industry's top resource for credible, high-tech
engineering information, has gone high-tech
itself' Subscribers can now choose to receive their
issues in adigital format, delivered right to their
desktop. The digital edition contains all the same
great articles of the printed edition, with bonus
live web links and rich media content.
To start receiving your digital edition of Radio
World Engineering Extra, fill out the form at
http://www.myrweemag.com.

Sign-up Toe;r-7,-,r,:1
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Put Me in, Coach! I'm Ready to Play
Effective Coaching Helps 'Push' Business
Success and 'Pull' Effective Leadership
by Gary Begin
If you're not getting better, you're
falling behind. In today's multi- media
world, you need to "take your game to
the next level."
To be competitive, you need effective
coaching.
Tiger Woods knows this, as does every
world-class athlete, opera singer, performer or executive. It's true of your station sales, programming, technical and
other staff as well.
Winners in any profession understand
that without the right "coach," they won't
achieve their objectives. And the objective is winning.
As a consultant, Imust wear many
hats: advisor, expert, salesperson, problem solver, coach, referee, banker, publisher and author. Ibelieve asteady focus
on effective coaching will increase your
performance, even in the face of client
and project distractions, and secure your
spot as awinner.
Active, ongoing coaching is the quickest way to improve your station's performance level. Unfortunately, coaching
may be the first item bypassed by busy
general managers, market managers, programmers, DOEs and sales managers.
In my travels as a consultant, Iam
reminded every time Iturn on the radio
that most air talent lack the "relate-ability" and entertainment skills necessary to
keep me tuned in.
Since coaching is something done with
people, rather than to people, how well
prepared (both in skills and attitude) are
managers to coach? Managers typically
possess an innate interpersonal technique; so perhaps management's perceived value of coaching can be an indication of how readily it's being absorbed
into business culture and put into practice.
Coaching has a powerful, long-term
impact on people and your station's
effectiveness. Coaching is talking with a
person in a way that helps him or her
solve aproblem.
Some managers confuse coaching with
giving advice. As Gore Vidal said,
"There is no human problem which could
not be solved if people would simply do

as Iadvise."
The reality is often that, as Gordon
Dickson noted, "Some people like my
advice so much that they frame it upon
the wall instead of using it."
What is amore effective approach?
Managers are asked to improve productivity without additional resources.
They need to invite employees to participate as partners, develop trusting relationships and combine everyone's best
efforts into creating business solutions.
One option is to enhance behavior and
performance through interactive communication and influence, such as coaching.
Managers also need to use their coaching
skills within the company with those who
don't necessarily report to them, and outside their organization.
There is an increasing need to improve
involvement and engagement of all
employees to achieve business outcomes.
An effective coaching skills strategy
emphasizes collaboration and respect
rather than control and faultfinding. Such
astrategy adds atangible aspect of value.
People can see effort being expended in
helping them do agood job and experiencing a sense of achievement.
Effective coaching skills, therefore, contribute to not only a "push" to achieving
business outcomes, but also a " pull"
towards effective leadership.
"fleas
What makes a good management
coach?
Think of the following as an " air
check" for your management team on
coaching employees.
I. Knows the discipline she's coaching
— It seems obvious, but acoach must
know ins and outs of the discipline — the
rules, the history, the tactics etc. Without
it, neither coach nor employee will be
able to do their jobs properly and will
quickly lose face when they start making
mistakes.
2. Motivates the team — This is probably the most important trait of a good
coach. Without proper motivation, everything comes apart. Remember that a
coach will need to lead ateam of individ-

uals, everyone with different personal goals. The
coach's job is giving the
team enough motivation to
turn their attention from
their private matters to the
goals of the station.
3. Talks only when it
gets results — A good
coach will never speak
without agood cause. If he
talks too much, employees
will stop listening. A coach
should talk only when necessary — this will give his
words an extra weight.
4. Ability to listen —
Being calmer than usual is a
good indication the coach is a
good listener. If the manager is to
become agood coach, he or she needs to
think like asurrogate father or mother for
the team; listening is the single most
important trait that can make it possible.
5. Knows their team — Another
important matter is a coach knowing
one's team. It's not only about matching
numbers with the names. A good coach
knows about the professional and the private lives of her teammates.
6. Treats everyone individually —
While agood coach should know everybody, it is necessary to treat each
employee individually. Treat them as
you would like to be treated.
7. Leads by example — A good coach
does everything he will ask others to do.
He always sets an example.
For guidelines to aproductive coaching session, see the accompanying list.
Interpersonal issues
Beyond technical aspect of setting
goals during coaching, it is critical to pay
attention to certain interpersonal issues:
As the coach, you must set clear
expectations, performance standards and
specific objectives regarding what should
be done, when and how.
Measure performance.
Focus on behavior, not value judg-

ments.
Correct deviations from performance
standards.
Make it clear that you are on the same
side as the employee and that the objective of the meeting is for the employee to
be successful.
Provide guidance while preserving the
employee's self-esteem.
Give an employee with longer service
an extended time to improve.
Set the time for improvement in accordance with the specific behavior
involved.
Managers, employees and their established work practices are under pressure
to change and achieve results never
before asked of them. Effective coaching
skills, while not the only need, can be a
major contributor to the solutions.
Effective systematic coaching is an
opportunity to build meaningful partnerships between members of an organization who meet these challenges. Without
effective coaching skills, progress is just
that much harder.
Mark Twain said it: " I'm all for
progress, it's change that Idon't like!"
Gary Begin, with partner Steve
Bianchi, is a radio consultant, researcher
and strategist with Identity Programming,
a multi-format consulting firm specializing in small and medium growth markets.
It is based in Jackson, Tenn., with offices
in Warwick, R.L Reach him at ( 731) 4370536 or via garybegin @jaxnet.net. 4

Guidelines to a Productive Coaching Session
/ Put the employee at ease. This is particularly important when the coaching session is in response to poor
performance.
/ Focus on actual behavior. Obtain the employee's
agreement on what the actual behavior has been.
/ Express the performance standards for the job and
review performance of the employee. Explain why it
is important to the business for the employee to perform well.
/ Ask for the person's view on why performance does
not meet standards. Does the employee believe there
is aproblem?
/ Describe areas of performance where the employee
must improve. As much as possible, describe desired
performance in terms of results that are to be
achieved. Describe what good performance looks
like, providing concrete examples of good work.

Spend as little time as possible discussing the problem. Focus on solutions.
/ Discuss with apositive attitude. What does the person propose to do to solve the problem? Get the
employee to develop steps to solve the problem to
create asense of ownership in the solution. Suspend
the session if the employee needs more time to
develop a plan. If the employee cannot develop a
plan, develop one for the employee.
/ If the employee does not have aplan or is unwilling to
discuss it, lay out aplan and encourage suggestions
and questions. If the employee makes suggestions,
include one or more in the plan, if possible. Then ask
them if they'll be ready to commit to the plan.
/ If the employee won't commit, send the employee home
to think it over. Failure to commit to improve aproblem is aserious issue, and the employee should understand that ultimately it could be cause for termination.

/ Bring in a high-level manager or human resources
professional to talk with the employee. If the
employee still won't commit — which rarely happens — termination is probably necessary.
6/ If things do go well, agree to awritten action plan containing specific goals and timetables for meeting them.
/ Ask if there's anything you can do to help. Unless the
employee wants you to take responsibility, if it is in
your capability agree to provide any assistance.
/ Have the employee commit orally to the action plan;
and provide him or her acopy of the plan. Retain a
copy as documentation of the meeting.
/ Follow up on performance based on the goals stated
in the action plan. Provide feedback on how the
employee is doing. Offer suggestions to improve performance. Praise instances where performance has
improved.

"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
ACOUSTICS

AcousticsFirst "
=888-765-2900
Full product line for sound
control & noise elimination

www.acciusticsfirst.com
AMPLIFIERS
WANT TO BUY
7.ollecto• wants to buy old
vintage speaker & amplifier,
McIntosh,
Marantz,
Electro Voice, Jensen, Altec,
Tannoy, Fisher,
Dynaco,
Cash- pick up 773-339-9035
ANTENNAS/
TOWERS/CABLES
WANT TO SELL
440 feet Rohn 65G tower, 20
foot sections, painted with 1
flashing beacon & control, $10K,
Ken Diebel, 318-728-2370.
6-bay ERI antenna, 100.9 FM
w/230 f: of 3 inch Antdrews
Coax with all brackets and
connects, $7000. Clay Center,
KS, 785-632-5661.
ERI
Toe
FML
1-5/8"
Innerbau Line Circular polarized FM antenna, tuned to
96.7 Mhz, power gain 1.5588
end feed, $650; Gates FM10H3 10,000 watt FM xmtr
less tubes & exciter, tubes
used are 4cx10000D PA &
4cx300a IPA, $500; will sell
both for $600 as apkg, must
pick up items in Memphis,
MO. M McVey, 641-799-1507
or M Denney, 660-465-7225.
AUTOMATION
EQUIPMENT
WANT TO SELL
Now
available,
radio
automation for the Linux
operating system. Schedule
music, voice track, create
shells, auto or announcer
assist mode, set intro and
ending cues, hit the vocal
every time with your voice
tracks, execute exact time
events, join networks, and
more. The software is free,
there is a small duplication
fee.
For more info call
406.665.1832.

COMPLETE
FACILITIES
WANT TO SELL
NEW OR USED

COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STL/TRANSMITTER
/ANTENNA OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE.
-LEASE OPTIONS-EMERGENCY RENTALS-REMOTE BROADCAST
RENTALSSCMS. Inc. ( 800) 438-6040
You Kncw We Know Radio"

LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
WANT TO SELL
High frequency control board
used in the CBS FM Volumax
4000 series CBS part number
962191E.
Buc,
fitchpe©
comcast.net.
Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI
LA-3A's & LA-4's, Fairchild
660's & 670's, any Pultec EQ's
&any other old tube compressor/limiters, call after 3PM
CST - 214 738-7873 or
sixtiesradio@yahoo.conn
www.radioworld.com
MICROPHONES
WANT TO SELL
RCA BK-1A dynamic nondirectional, brand new in
factory sealed carton w/30 ft
mic cable, $ 1000. B Barry,
615-889-1960.
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's,
any other RCA ribbon mics,
on-air lights, call after 3PM
CST, 214 738-7873 or
sixtiesradio@yahoo.com

Collector wants to buy: old
vintage pro gears, compressor/limiter microphone, mixing consoles, amplifiers, mic
preamps, speakers, turntables, EQ working or not,
working t•ansformers ( UTC
Western Electric), Fairchild,
Western Electric, Langevin,
RCA, Gates.
Urei, Altec,
Pultec, Ccllins. Cash - pick
up 773-339-9035
Donations
Needed:
All
Volunteer. Non-profit Low
Power community radios stations need Equipment. Will
offer tax deduction letter, You
determine donation value, We
will pay shipping. Equipment
shared
between
three
Wisconsin stations. Looking
for Mics, Mixers, field equipment, etc. You name it. Email:
Dan@WIECradio.org
I'm lookin] for San Francisco
radio repprdings from the
1920's though the 1980's
For example newscast, talk
shows, music shows, live
band remotes, etc. Stations
like KGO, KFRC, KSFO, KTAB,
KDIA, KWBR, KSFX, KOBY,
KCBS, KQW, KRE, KTIM, KYA,
etc... Feel free to call me at
415-383-6216 or you can
email
me
at
ronwtamm@yahoo.com.

MICROWAVE

WANT TO SELL

WANT TO SELL

11011110/41110MISAINIDRAMICOMS,
new & rebuilt for Elccrn, Harris, CCA,
CSI, McMartin. Goodrich Ent. 11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

(2) super prize machines. 1
large, the size of agiant refrigerator, looks like aslot machine,
1table top model, BO, you take
care of shpg, can email pics.
cmyers@sccradio.com.

Used Equipment?
Look no further, you're in the right place!

adj. W
Broadcast E
q
u
Call today for current rates and deadlines!
970-728-8376 • tinatharpl@aol.com

SWE RENT FOR LESS S
Blueboxes
Zephyrs

FM Exciters
FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs STL's
RF/Audio Gear Test Equipment
If we don't have it, we will get it

SCMS, INC. (800) 438-6040
rot.' Know We Know Radio"

Buying used equipment?
Selling used equipment?

SAY COUNTRY IIROADCAST EQUIPMENT
BUY - SELL - TRADE

YOU 'RE

THE RIGHT
PLACE'
ÍkrAttc)Lirkdir
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange

Your # 1 Source
For Quality Used Radio Broadcast Equipment
View The Latest List Online at: http://www.baycountry.com
Or call and we will fax it to you.

1

7117 Olivia RI, Baltimore MD 21220

Toll Free: 877.722 1031 • FAX 443-596-0212 • E-mail: sales@bayeountry.com

STUDIO EQUIPMENT

anEC?

We've sot.

Endec hinter

OEM thermal paper in 9meter rolls, 10 t the package.
That's 30% more than the standard roll and it fits fine.
Less paper changes!
Only $25.00 for the 10 Pack — shipping

e

Printers

.EM printer modules with step-by-step installation
instructions. Takes just minutes to change!
Only $57.00 + shipping

Replacement PetterSupplies
1

Heavy duty high quality switching replacement
power supplies. Keep aspare handy.
Only S41 95 + snipping

and much, much more

For pricing and details on these and other
innovative products for the broadcaster, call us or
visit us on the web at:

www.dmengineerIng.com
Ditiril
2174 Chandler St. Camarillo, CA 93010
Er
n
o.
805-987-7381 800-249-0487

TAPES/CARTS/
REELS/CDs
WANT TO SELL
Music
on
hard
drive
Choose from 40,000 songs
$1 each.
Every format
Uncompressed WAVE files
RadioMusicLibraries.com
888-888-0777.
WANT TO BUY
Large or small collections of
16" transcriptions or 12" transcriptions, not commercial
LPs. Bill Cook, 719-687-6357.
Schnader telescriptions 16
mm musical films produced in
the early 50s.
Bill Cook,
719-687-6357.

3roadcagfe
pui

m 00
°

For more
information, ask
Tina at 970-728-8376
tinatharpl@aol.com

ooking for agood deal? /

REMOTE &
MISCELLANEOUS

Looking to Buy or Sell
Jr.

S

WANT TO BUY
Equipment Wanted: old, obsolete, or unused signal processing, recording, and playback
equipment. Limiters, preamps,
EQ, mixing desks, microphones, tape machines (cassette and reel), etc. Donations
gladly accepted; asking prices
considered. 443-854-0725 or
ajkiviegmail.com.

c„

a

STATIONS
WANT TO SELL
AM Station in Rome, NY
REDUCED PRICE plus FM
translators in Bradenton, FL
and central Florida and
Jacksonville,
NC.
Visit
www.bbnradio.org/sale for
specifics.
Heritage Southern Combo
with unique revenue streams
for sale. Also, big Southern
signal covering 200,000+
Hispanics available. Call
Dave Hedrick & Associates @
256-613-2630.

u've come to the right place.

BEE
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Consultants
r11

nur!

(((A))
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ELLr

Consulting Communications Engineers
5844 Hamline Ave.

N.,

•Allocation and Upgrade Studies

•AM Detuning

•Field Engineering

•Intermodulation Studies

•Pre-Purchase Inspections

•Radiation Hazard Evaluation and Measurements

•ANSI and NRSC Measurements

•AM Directional Array Design, Tuning and Proof

Fax (6511784-7541

Emai I: inforltowleng.com

GRAHAM BROCK, I
NCI
BROMX
Itill

kSI

IFr / MR

si Cossu

/ra -rmeg . 551/FM/INMIX Sat,

Give us a call to "hear" the difference!

FROM STOCK

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping
•Fully integrated databases
•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built-in

Reliable, On-time Installation
Quality Workmanship

Over 45 rears engineen'ng
and animating experience

Evaluation and Repair

912-638-8028
202-393-5133
uor ry.grahambrock

1www.amgroundsysterns.corn

MICA CAPACITORS

'1-877-766-2999

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

E

FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

IMUNICAT1ONS TECHNOLOGIES, INC

GA

MEW, NC

AM.FM,

• Pee. fehIG ' C.1( 7
.
44
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TVcoverage&Upgrades

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

= Broadcasttransmissionfacility
design

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: (760) 438-4759

FCCapplicationspreparationconstructronperrndandlocense
ClarenCeM.Beverage•LauraM.Mizrahi
Hriton.NJ(18b53

Vail us on es web M wons.ranotoacons
101 Cernones1 Sq.. »E. Dornoros1 GA - 706-1547725

c mail: link esurcomeinn

\%v,..w.commtechrf.corn

INGENIERÍA EN

& ASSOCIATES, P.C.

RADIODIFUSIÓN Y

ALUKATION STIERES
M TY 101; l'4E1, la( dines,
ation V

Serving Broadcasters
Since 1948

TELECOMUNICACIONES

RR/ SOMA SPECIALITY

9049 Shady Grove Court
Garthersburg, M0 20977
Mullaney
(
3011921 0115
Engineering, Inc.
Fax ( 301)590 915/
lAs.rA1ŒI
mullanertmullenqr corn

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

mnivvv.radiodifusion.com.mx

•AM 11rofhurW • • M•, T fiekl intensity
rtenes ail cl15,01
4 1ser
neasurcrief P, "ail • 'ylohly
tor
•riAil ¡
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• Diseno de Estaciones de AM.FM.TV.
• Auditorias Técnicas en Radio yTelecomunicaciones

r
1177i''.1
•(

y e9•7iir,

ElICTUMCIIMICS 0811111)

A

aressremsets

web: woo w xureom.ctii,

Fax:(8'56)§iS-itt24

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.

Doug Vernier
"feleconsmunIcatIon Consultants

ft
NP
o
—emelam
softwareforyou"re"
".

CORNELL-DUBILIER

FASTER__
MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Ground System

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
AINIFIWTV/LPTV/DTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

jpierce@mediatechusa.com

High-quality Internet Streaming

" Member AFCCE"

AM Ground Systems

!

lickl %it el:: Antenna anal

The following distributors serving the
broadcast industry would be glad to help you
with any of your requirements.

E

10.1,

•••, r‘r 1
nuu Ut. ',en )
11 u)

704-799-2245

TECH INC.)

Shoreview, MN 55126

651-784-7445

•AM/FM/NCE Applications

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

• Recomendaciôn yVenta de Equipo
Radio World's ClassMeds seceon Is apea
lo led Pans
It, you berms. and emapl00 St prosteets to lind yOuf

rrnburrerecomeast.net

• Asesoría yGestoría Legal - Técnica
• Peritajes Técnicos, Planos de Ubicación

Contact llna 31970 725-6376
or e
Onstharpleaol root

304-258-7921 • Cell 301-938-0985

• Estudios de Propagacion. Frecuencia
Libertad 1822 2do Piso Col. Roma Monterrey N.L
C.P 64700 México. Tel y Fax + 52 81 83 58 30 27

SPACE IS AVAILABLE - CALL 970-728-8376

etamezescamilla@yahoo.com.mx
etamez@attnet.mx

EMPLOYMENT

Eric Hop
Bros*

POSITIONS WANTED
Are you asmall market station needing a good nuts &
bolts engineer in the LA area?
Iwill make your station shine!
CET, fully FCC Licensed.
Available
for
Full/Parttime/Contract work. Available
immediately. Mitchell Rakoff,
917-324-8466
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com
C.E.
position
wanted:
Experienced with computers,
transmitters, H.D. transmitters, automations, digital studios. Call: (406) 227-6454.
Extremely knowledgeable and
articulate racing writer/talk
show host Adam Amick is
available for shows, correspondent, features, etc. Check out
www.bleacherreport.com
or
www.rubbinsracingshow.com
for samples. Call
214-3845812
or
email:
adarn@
rubbinsracingshow.com

Heart for Christ and kids,
extremely passionate, dedicated, honest female with acaring
voice, plus outgoing, nurturing
personality, ready for purpose,
Natasha, 972-748-6615 or
tsims_love@yahoo.com.

Great personality with strong
voice...ready to work! On-air
talent, commercial writing,
production skills, promotions
and more, for more information call Donsha, 469-4745368 or dmartin515@aol.com.

Bilingual
with
great
energy/delivery plus vast
knowledge of sports history,
rules, and stats, great personality, excellent on-air, boards,
prep and technical skills,
Daniel, 210-393-3341 or dralvarado@maillxwes.edu.

Results oriented, creative
copywriting with solid grasp
of the basics, prep and technical abilities, production skills
with Cool Edit, and CuBase
SX, Samuel, 917-714-7519 or
samuill@yahoo.com.

Familiar with mixing beats and
music/broadcast edits, very
creative copy, honest, industrious and friendly, good boards
and voice plus catches on
quickly, Clyde, 817-495-7626 or
clydewebber77@yahoo.com.

www.radioworld.com

Sharp production and voice
talent, positive and professional presentation, artistic writing
and extensive editing abilities,
young, hip, upbeat, energetic
sound, for demo LP 817-4499742 or pihon101@yahoo.com.

www.radioworld.com

305 So
Stre

(630)?

116 107

progres@sbcglobat net
www.progressive-concepts com

Call Tina for
details at

or e-mail
tinatharplCaolcom

www.radioworid.com

Buyin
Used
quipment?

Rodke Weld

Broadcast Equipment Exciiange

ion contact
Tina Tharp at
970-728-8376
or tinatharpl@aol.com
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111.: 800-532-6626
IKFL: +1-530-662-7553
FAX: + 1-530-666-7760
veyeAteconco.com
NEW

SE HABLA ESPAÑOL

TUBE

TRANSMITTERS/EXCITERS/TRANSLATORS

TUBES Ed COMPONENTS

D Aid C Electronics

,Transcom
uorporation

An International
Distributor or RF Components

Tubes
NEW & REBUILT

www.fmamtv.com

ISO 9001 Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

Used AM and FM
Transmitters from

TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT. STLS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)
EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS. MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK
RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

drilU me -e reMt"-

Leading Manufacturers

NEW POWER TUBES
Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

Contact us for quotes on:
• Custom Retuning
• New Cable
• New Antennas
• New SIL & Remote controls
1

s

1.

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS

Cer/MOIMaida•

USA DISTRIBUTOR

BesiP‘ces

il

CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

••••••

Certified

FM Stereo Transmitter

V SOW RF output, continuous duty!
V Auto protect with auto soft fail &
auto reszore!

WANT TO BUY
BE
ACIONA
See
INTERNL

WorldInLeader
AM - FM
Transmitters

'Now in our 34tityear

AM 8 FM Pre-Owned
Units In Stock

AM Phasors, Phasor Parts,
Phase Monitors. Rf Switches,
AM Transmitters.
Continental
Communications 314-664-4497,
ContcommeSbcglobal.Net

I

Spring Hill,

& 24 Hr service on tron3mittinc, tubes & sockets/ports, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent at
night,

402 -493 -1886
dot
or
www.goodridtenterpnses.com.

SERVICES

• Spares 8. All Complete

perfect for LPFM. Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters

FL

352-592-7800
34611

www.besco-int.corn

ramsey

800 -446 -2295
In Our 36th Year!

Or Call Rob Malany, Nationalnnt'l

Sales

at 321-960-4001

Weather 24/7 for Voice
Tracked
and
Satellite.
RadioWeather.com.
888888-0777. Barter available.

RF PRAYS .
*CO.
Se Habla Español

We Export

EIMAC • TAYLOR • SVETLANA
ew & Rebuilt Tubes - Same Day Shipping
Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors

737-2787
rfpgriparts.corn

G

760-744-0700
www.rfparts.com

1=1

Are you currently asubscriber to

FM 'Exciters - STLs FM Pvvr Amps - Antennas Studio & Test Equipment

SCMS Inc ( 800) 438-6040
"You Know We Know Radio" S

Harris i.6f1D+ 2.5kW analog/
HD trarsmitter, single phase.
240V 60Hz, tuned to 104.7, incl
Bird in'ire power meter &
model 3129 display panel, does
not include exciter, $ 17500. Mr
Kim Love, 307-672-7421 or
kimlovetesheridanmedia.com.
CCA AMI 10,000 D — Call John
KOSS 923-595-0263 between
10 & 6DM Pacific Time.
FM Translator at 104.5 —
Manchester, KY Call Joey
Kesler 606-843-9999.

Please print and include
all information:
Dive rs ! bed ttroodcast

WI

EQUIPMENT LISTINGS
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only. All other end users will be charged.
Thrs FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads. These are published on apaid basis only.
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below. Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear.
Trie listings run for two consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order to run again. Thank you.

0 Yes

OFF THE AIR?
Emergency Back-up Rentals

Fax 352-596-4884

BEST SERVICE

cru C) 1\1

WANT TO SELL

mowburemseyelectronics.com

rOc

%bolt«

*role
FOR THE BEST PRICE

WEATHER

All Powers • Manufactures • Instruction Books

Visit our Website:

Power MM..

di6re ¡
Imago

V Automatic battery backup!
V Digital display of all parameters

" OUF?

Se Habla Español

=

FCC

To Order:
1-800-881-2374

Outside U.S. (352) 592-7800

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com

;

EEV
BROADCAS

P.O. Box 6409
tE

215-938-7361(fax)

WANT TO SELL

Pro-Tek®

P. ,•• IwIligenev

Made in U.S.A.

!TT

800-441-8454

e

SVETLANA

Worldwide Availability

transcom@fmamtv.com
215-938-7304

NEW

Signature

Radio World?

0 No
Date

SySte

AM Transmitters
500 to 50.000 watts
FM Transmitters
20 to 30,000 watts
STL Transmitters/Receivers
Television VHF UHF
Analog and Digital

Contact Name
ADS GET POSTED THE NEXT BUSINESS DAY
AND WILL RUN FOR A FULL TWO WEEKS!
COMBINE THIS WITH AN AD IN OUR
RADIO WORLD NEWSPAPER
EMPLOYMENT SECTION AND REALLY
COVER THE BROADCAST INDUSTRY
AND THEN SOME!

wmig.radiow rld.com
cull

Tina fee

oll Um.

doodle et

Title
Company/Station
Address
City/State
Zip Code
Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in the
Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on aper
word or per inch basis.

FM and Television Antennas
Transmission
Line and Connectors
Benny Springer
1-800-210-1737

BennySBP@aol.com
Send Action- Gram forms to.

www.radioworld.com

Broadcast Equipment

WTS U WTB U Category: _
Make:
Brief Description:

Exchange, 5285 Shawnee

www.radioworld.com

Road, Suite 100, Alexandria.

www.radioworld.com

VA 22312 • Fax: 703-852-4583

Price:

Model:
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OPINION

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is prov ided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
ADVERTISER

PAGE
31

Aphex Systems

WEB SITE URL
www.aphex.com
www.armstrongtx.com

10

Armstrong Transmitter Co.

24

Arrakis Systems Inc.

22

AudEssence, Ltd

38

Audion Labs

13

Axia - ATelos Company

www.axiaaudio.com

17

Axia - ATelos Company

www.axiaaudio.com

38

Barix AG

23

BSI

3

BSW

7
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Decision Signals Recognition of How Competitive
And Diverse Telecom Content Delivery Has Become
eschewed these techniques in favor of an
analysis of the actual behavior patterns
of XM and Sirius and their customers in
Maury J. Mechanic* serves as counsel
for White & Case LLP. The law firm has
the telecom marketplace today, and what
impact, if any, the combination would
no business relationship with the satellite
have on the future marketplace behavior
companies.
of the various participants and affected
parties.
After adelay of more than ayear, the
And while it may seem counterintuitive
Department of Justice announced on
at first glance that the merger of the only
March 25, 2008 it would not block the
two U.S. satellite radio operators would
proposed merger of XM and Sirius.
not diminish customer choice and potenAlthough that is not the final step in
tially lead to price increases, in fact — as
the process, as the FCC must still give its
the department properly concluded — the
blessing to the deal as this issue of Radio
World goes to press, it served to remove a likelihood of such outcomes occurring
was overblown and did not rise to the levmajor stumbling block in the way of its
el where government intervention to block
progress. It also represented good news
the merger would have been appropriate.
for the satellite industry as a whole on
As the department correctly observed,
multiple fronts.
First and foremost, ablack cloud of there was very little competition between
the two companies to date in terms of
uncertainty hanging over the satellite
by Maury J. Mechanick

www.omniaaudio.com

A blac!‹ cloud of uncertainty hanging over the
satellite industry since the proposed merger
was first announced has begun to dissipate.
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Wheatstone Corporation
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Our readers have
something to say
Ilove RW because the pages are
full of everything Ineed to keep
tabs on all aspects of the business.
It's my flashlight in adark room!
Thank you so much for the great
work you do.

Joe Casson'

Operations Manager
WDNA(FM)
Miami
und con'

It Right
On the Merger

www.jkaudio.com
www.kowa-usa.com
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Shown Heil PR 35 large element dynamic handheld microphone

industry since the proposed merger was
first announced has begun to dissipate. A
number of contemplated transactions that
had been on hold awaiting the final word
on the deal can now move forward.
Second, the approach taken and the
final outcome reached by the Department
of Justice represent major positive milestones for the industry.
Analyze this
While the immediate reaction to the
department's decision has, in some quarters, been one of scorn and derision, the
actual analysis conducted is quite sophisticated and perceptive, albeit somewhat
unconventional, in terms of traditional
duopoly combination situations.
Rather than attempting to numbercrunch market share figures or quantify'rig concentration levels, the department

price or customer choice. The largest percentage of their business was generated
as aresult of customized satellite radio
equipment installed in vehicles, so the
determination of which satellite radio
provider a particular customer would
select was dictated by vehicle purchase.
Nor would anyone credibly suggest
that acar purchaser decides which car to
buy based on which satellite company's
receiver comes installed in the vehicle.
Also, aportion of the mass-market retail
sales made by the two companies were to
customers who already subscribed to one
of the two companies and were buying a
second or third receiver to complement
their existing subscription.
Again, it would be hard to believe that
potential price or content competition
would have any bearing on this type of

•READER'S

See MERGER, page 46
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Here's a Thought
Ijust read Steve Lampen's idea for "street names" at NAB ("On the Street
Where You Live," March 26) and Imust say "Bravo!" Ifully support this idea.
It would be easier to find everything, and everyone, if this plan were implemented. The current booth numbering system is worthless, and the printed maps
are confusing and apain to carry around all day.
It would be so much easier to meet someone on "the corner of 83rd & Sony."
That brings up another idea: Have the big vendors pay afee to have their company name used for astreet at the show.
Bart Jones
Chief Engineer
Gray Center for the Communication Arts
Hastings College
Hastings, Neb.
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the support of multiple stream delivery
over asingle, dedicated connection.
Product service lifetime has been
another concern directed toward the current-generation exporter. Today's large
PC-based exporter systems have reliability limits due to spinning disk drives and
thermal characteristics "under the hood"
that leave them subject to wear and tear.
Longevity concerns are virtually eliminated with the HDE-200, with no spinning fans or disk drives in the design.
This also eliminates noise emanating
from the exporter, allowing it to be
placed in any location, including the
smallest studio.
The footprint also is drastically
reduced at only one 19 inch rack unit
high. The lightweight device is easier to
install and requires little maintenance.
Harris will have a white paper in the
June issue of Radio World Engineering
Extra that explores the feature set.
including an internal GPS, profanity
delay, Arbitron People Meter and other
benefits that reduce the cost of external
equipment upstream, as well as the
changes to the I2E and E2X protocols
that will position IP as the central distribution component in future multicast
configurations. e

There's aNew Exporter in Town
Harris Says Next- Generation Exporter Is

STL system.
Harris is taking advantage of this new
software code in the form of its HDE 200
Exporter. It brings aunique feature set to
the market at alower price point, allowing
the broadcaster to more easily fit HD Radio
implementation into astation's budget.

'Key' to the Acceleration of HD Radio Rollout
by Tim Anderson and Ted Staros
Anderson is FM product line manager
for Harris Broadcast Communications;
Staros is the director, Harris Pacific
Design Center.
The HD Radio broadcast rollout has
been well publicized in recent years as
the number of FM and AM stations successfully implementing this medium continues to grow. FM broadcasters have
been quicker to benefit, no doubt due to a
more generous bandwidth allotment that
makes multicasting possible with the
installation of specialized compression,
multiplexing and transport equipment.
Since 2005, the HD Radio Broadcast
System Architecture ( BSA) has been
based on Ibiquity Digital's Generation 3
"Exgine." This implementation strengthened the architecture from previous generations by returning the IT-based components to the studio, and allowed the
development of the Flexstar HDx Exciter.
As with the development of any new
technology, improvements continue to be
made. Harris, in conjunction with the
NAB and Ibiquity Digital, are taking digital radio to the next level with the release
of a next-generation exporter that fortifies the importer-to-exporter ( I2E) and
exporter-to-exciter (E2X) transport protocols, and brings added value to the HD
Radio Broadcast System Architecture.
More for less
NAB, which is driving the development of next-generation exporter technologies industry- wide, announced the
improvements to the Exgine architecture
at a press conference in Las Vegas on
April 13. The chief initiative for the manufacturers is to develop a new exporter
that minimizes equipment costs for the
radio station and delivers amore reliable
technical infrastructure. NAB members
have pinpointed cost and reliability concerns of the exporter as amain roadblock
to wider HD Radio implementation.
The next-generation exporter features
afresh hardware embodiment of Ibiquity
Digital's intellectual properties. The new
Ibiquity Digital 4.0 software code fortifies the E2X protocol for STL transport

How to ...
Send aletter to the editor:
E-mail radioworld@nbmedia.com
with "Letter to the Editor" in the
subject field. Please include issue date.
Change your mailing address:
Visit radioworld.com, click on
'Subscribe to RW' and follow instructions to change asubscription address.

of analog and HD Radio signals in both
point-to-point and point-to-multipoint
configurations.
The software also incorporates HD

The chief initiative is to develop
a new exporter that minimizes equipment
costs and delivers a more reliable
technical infrastructure.

Protocol (HDP), a new transport layer
protocol that provides support for IP distribution from acentral studio to multiple
transmission sites. It includes support of
TCP over IP transport of the E2X protocol, further enhancing the robustness of
the of the HD Radio data stream over an

The Harris Pacific Design Center,
which specializes in studio and control
solutions through its VistaMax Audio
Management platforms, has designed a
fully functional, reduced- sized exporter
that will deliver more for less — especially to HD Radio multicasters — with
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Absolutely hilarious!

Paul, Iwas just wondering if you
had many people wanting to get in
touch with Dr.Parcfolluf IV about this
revolutionary antenna concept?
The article appearing entitled "A
Iremember similar, excellent, techNew Concept in AM Radiator Design"
nical articles that were always pubwas fascinating. Ihaven't worked in
lished on April 1by the ARRL in QST
AM radio in many years, but Isure
magazine. Ialways enjoyed these artiwish the AM- VA tower was around
cles and learned alot from them.
when Idid.
Geoffrey N. Mendenhall, PE.
Iwould have avoided the time and
Vice President
expense related to the obstruction lightTransmission Research and
ing and painting of three towers. I
Technology
would never have had to worry about
Harris Corp.
lightning damage to the transmission
Mason, Ohio
system. Finally, the problems with ball
gaps and Austin ring transformers that
Ed. Note: The article was written by
John Bisset featured in his Workbench
Tom Silliman and Eric Wandel of ER!,
column would have been of no concern.
who also contributed our 2007 April
Perhaps the authors could touch upon
research piece about the marthe skywave characteristics of this new
velous " Top Spin
radiator in their next article. Ilook forAntenna."
ward to seeing that next April 1.
pea. 2009
Jon Frank
Boston
Wayne Kube
Dallas

Do Iget aprize for being one of the
first to recognize your hoax in the March
26 issue? Whoops ... make that the April
1issue (at least on pages 70 and 71).
Is it purely coincidental that the
authors' names spelled backwards are
"Full of Crap" (Dr. J. Parcfolluf) and "No
Signal" (R. Langison, RE.)? Ithink not.
After much suspicion, the final tipoff was the authors' speculation that
the related potential weight gain for
humans could be "ahealth benefit."
Good job. You had me going there
for awhile.
Craig J. Pringle
Ames, Iowa
I've not written before to comment
about your great magazine but this one
keyed my final ("A New Concept in
Antenna Design," March 26).
Iloved the article on the AM- VA.
Especially when you spell the authors'
names backwards.
Keep up the good work.
Bob Felmly
Cuyahoga Falls, Ohio
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The HD Digital Radio Alliance's marketing campaign for
A separate study from American Media Services similarly
found that about athird of American adults say they are very
HD Radio has been criticized in these pages as ineffective.
or somewhat familiar with HD Radio.
Some indicators tell adifferent story. Consumer awareness
of HD Radio stands at 77 percent, according to a survey of
"There's no question that HD Radio has severe perceptual
listeners by Critical Mass Media cited by the alliance. In a problems," AMS Chairman Ed Seeger concluded. "The radio
separate study of current or likely auto buyers by J.D. Power
industry needs to do abetter job communicating the technological and programming benefits of HD.
& Associates, 31 percent said they want HD Radio in their
"With so many platforms
next vehicle.
available to radio listeners
Peter Ferrara, CEO of
No Growth in Aw areness of
today, broadcasters must
the HD Digital Radio
HD Radio in the Past Year
throw their total support
Alliance, was quoted by
% Who Have Heard/Read Anything Recently About HD Radio
and commitment behind
FoxBusiness.com as saydigital audio or run the risk
ing, "We closed 2007 with
40%
of losing audience — and
consumer awareness at
consumer credibility."
unprecedented levels. This
30%
26%
We agree. The national
year will see unparalleled
24%
HD Radio marketing effort
numbers of receivers in
20%
has flopped to date. It has
cars and at retail, totally
14%
lacked creative juice and
new data applications and
10%
failed to use all media to
new investments in HD2
promote radio's new tool.
and HD3 programming
The alliance is rolling
from broadcasters.
rw.
out Phase II of its cam"Now is the time to conJanuary 2006
January 2007
January 2008
paign, which carries the
vert consumer awareness
edisun media reward,
A ARBITRON
Base To1
al Population 12+
tagline, " It's time to
into purchasing action."
upgrade!" We have to ask
The trademarked name
whether this will be effec"HD Radio" is still arelatively new one, yet the alliance already touts consumer awaretive when more consumers aren't aware or interested to begin
ness of 77 percent. It took HD television time to become a with.
President/CEO Peter Ferrara says the radio companies in
must-have technology. It takes awhile for such things to prove
the alliance feel good about where HD Radio stands, but "We
value to consumers. So what's the problem?
want to make it great."
We fear that the alliance and industry leaders are wearing
He's correct to push for " unparalleled numbers" of
pretty thick rose-colored lenses. Other researchers come up with
receivers in cars and at retail, new data applications and new
different findings, which match our own anecdotal experience.
investments in multicast programming. We think those
In the annual study "The Infinite Dial," which considers
changes are coming.
trends in the use of digital platforms including podcasting
and Internet radio, Arbitron and Edison Media Research conWe also feel that real success for HD Radio will come
when local stations start putting truly remarkable programducted anational survey of 1,800 adults in January.
ming on HD2 channels and listeners start to tell each other
They found no growth in awareness for HD Radio ( see
about the great new secret stations they're listening to and the
chart), and said 66 percent of consumers are not very interestsmart radios they have in their cars. And it's true that the
ed or interested at all, based on adescription of the technology. The number who said they were "very interested" was a alliance's hands may be tied by broadcast members who
probably don't want to pony up cash for TV promotion after
paltry 6percent.
having invested in digital equipment, aren't yet getting ROI
This is the result of two years of ad support in which the
alliance has invested close to ahalf billion dollars in air time?
on their HD2 or other digital channels, are seeing flat revenues for another year and now must pay more for their
The study's authors concluded that HD Radio does not
Arbitron PPM ratings than for the diary.
appear to be attracting substantial numbers of consumers:
But the marketing effort of HD Radio has not been asuc"Less than one-quarter of the sample can recall seeing or
cess so far. Digital radio proponents need to acknowledge
hearing anything recently about HD Radio (down slightly
that consumer awareness remains low before we will feel betfrom 2007) and only 6 percent of consumers say they are
ter about their plans for converting such awareness into pur'very interested' in the concept when it was described to
chases in the next two years.
them," the study states.
"Those involved with HD Radio should find new ways to
— Radio World
present the concept to consumers to trigger more response."
• te• MO,»
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First, it signaled recognition by
antitrust authorities of how competitive,
dynamic and diverse the telecommunications content delivery marketplace in the
Continued from page 44
United States ( and, for that matter, globalpurchase decision.
ly) has become, which can be taken as a
The only place where price or content
positive harbinger of their approach in the
competition between XM and Sirius
future to the telecom sector in general.
Second, it demonstrated awillingness
could have an impact was in that portion
of mass- market retail sales for standin such circumstances to dispense with
alone equipment for new subscribers,
more conventional competitive impact
approaches that fail to accurately capture
where the department correctly took note
of the robust competition already present
actual marketplace behaviors.
The final benefit to the satellite indusbetween satellite radio providers and
over-the-air AM/FM broadcast radio, HD
try came by eliminating (or at least downplaying) a specific regulatory concern
Radio, Internet radio and devices such as
that potentially faced other segments of
MP3 players and cellphones.
the satellite industry, in particular the
It was quickly concluded that the
merger of XM and Sirius would have a mobile satellite services segment. While
negligible effect, if any, on competition in
today the MSS sector is in the process of
this expanded market segment.
experiencing arebirth of sorts, there is a
This analytical methodology was
broad consensus that some rational indusmusic to the ears of the satellite industry
try consolidation is required to avoid the
on two levels.
potential for costly, and possibly fatal,

Merger

over-investment.
However, one of the uncertainties
associated with such potential consolidation has been whether the FCC or the
antitrust authorities might have special
concerns with regard to mergers between
two companies operating in the same frequency band ( i.e., L- Band, such as
Inmarsat and MSV; or S- Band, such as
Terrestar or ICO), particularly where
doing so might consolidate the allocated
spectrum in that band in the hands of a
single operator.
And while it could be a mistake to
read the outcome of the XM/Sirius merger too broadly on this issue, adecision by
the department to oppose the merger
could have had achilling effect on consideration of other possible consolidations involving companies that share the
same frequency band allocation in amanner similar to XM and Sirius.
Comment on this or any other addle at
radioworld.nbmedia.com.
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LIKE THE GOOD OLD DAYS...
ONLY DIGITAL!
AUDIOARTS ENGINEERING W-12

Like no
other digital console, the new W-12 won't require you to use a
computer or force you to deal with any cryptic digital baggage.
It's SIMPLE: you just wire to your analog or digital inputs ( and
since it's modular, you choose the combination), set some dipswitches on the back panel ( no disassembly required) and you're
ready to go. Just like the good old analog days— only now with
performance of over 135 dBFS and virtually unmeasurable crosstalk and distortion. Get Wheatstone's leading edge technology!
for more info go to www.wheatstone.com/W12.htm
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A modern air warrior needs all of the power and control he can
muster to bring to the battle. When it's you against the other guy,
the VORSIS AP- 2000 has it ALL.
NOT AN ACE YET? The AP- 2000 comes preloaded with over 70
presets tuned to do battle. Try atest flight with the latest VORSIS
31- band digital processor— and
join the broadcast elite!
Wes Davis
Jim Hibbard
Owen Martin
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